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ABSTRACT

A new thermal electron attachment mechanism is proposed. The impor

tance of this mechanism is that the activation energy for dissociative 

thermal electron attachment is equal to the change in internal energy 

for the process. It is therefore possible to determine electron 

affinities for radicals and bond dissociation energies providing one of 

these quantities is known. The results of three compounds leading to 

the electron affinity of the acetate radical are presented. The 

electron affinity of the acetate radical determined by this technique 

compares favorably with the electron impact value.

Thermal electron attachment studies to some aromatic halogen deri

vatives are also presented. In particular, the thermal electron attach

ment of 3'- and 4'- chloroacetophenone shows a unique temperature depen

dence involving three different phenomena. This adds further support 

to the thermal electron attachment mechanism proposed earlier for the 

aromatic halogen derivatives.

The relationship between thermal electron attachment and electron 

beam studies of dissociative electron attachment to the aromatic 

halogen derivatives is also shown. An empirical negative ion potential 

energy function is used to show this relationship. Use of this 

potential energy function permits a more quantitative representation 

of the thermal electron attachment mechanisms previously proposed. 

In some cases, the mechanisms have been altered from the earlier 

qualitative interpretation..- Although the modes of electron attachment 
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are quite different, the two techniques of studying dissociative electron 

attachment appear to be essentially in complete agreement.
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I. INTRODUCTION



INTRODUCTION

A. Thermal Electron Attachment Studies

Electron attachment to molecules is generally considered to occur 

by either of two processes represented by the chemical equations^

AB + e~ -> AB"

AB + e" A- + B~

The latter process is called dissociative electron attachment in 

contrast to the former, nondissociative, process.

For many years electron attachment processes have been studied 

mainly by two experimental methods: electron swarm and electron beam. 

In recent years, a pulse sampling technique has been developed to study 
2 

thermal electron attachment to molecules.

The pulse sampling technique has been described in detail pre- 
3,4 

viously. The details of the operational parameters have also been 
2 

reported. In a gas mixture of argon-ten percent methane, presumably 

thermal or near thermal electron energies are obtained. Indirect 

5 6support for this has been reported. ’ The pulse sampling-technique, 

in addition to its simplicity in operation and design, has another 

direct advantage since it can be used in conjunction with a gas 

chromatograph.

Although electron attachment to molecules is generally classified 

as above, it is convenient to discuss these two processes in a slightly 

different manner with regards to thermal electron attachment studies..
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2 5 7In previous publications ’ ’ three mechanisms for thermal 

electron attachment to molecules have been proposed. These mechanisms 

involve: (I) formation of a stable negative molecular ion, (II) a 

single bimolecular electron attachment step followed by immediate 

dissociation into a negative ion and a radical by way of a dissociative 

potential energy curve, (III) a two-step dissociative process which 

first involves the formation of a negative molecular ion intermediate 

followed by a dissociative step giving generally a negative halide 

ion and an organic radical by way of a dissociative potential energy 

curve.

Both dissociative and nondissociative thermal electron attachment 

processes have been previously studied utilizing the pulse sampling 

technique. From these studies the following molecular parameters may be 

derived directly: molecular electron affinities, rate constants for 

dissociative and nondissociative thermal electron attachment, and acti

vation energies for thermal electron attachment, detachment and disso

ciation.

B. Electron Swarm and Electron Beam Studies of Electron Attachment Pro

cesses

In swarm experiments, electrons are drawn through a gas by means 

of an electric field. The gas pressure is high enough (several Torr) 

to allov/ a large number of collisions. A steady state is attained 

in which the electrons gain energy from the electric field and lose 

energy in the course of collisions with molecules. The velocity at 
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which the electrons drift through the gas under definite electric field 

and pressure conditions is related to their energy losses to the gas. 

Since the electrons make many collisions with the gaseous medium through 

which they travel, their energies are spread over a wide range.

Electron swarm experiments are much easier to carry out than are electron 

beam experiments, but are more difficult to interpret. In the swarm 

experiments, the quantities measured, e.g., the rates of electron attach

ment, are the average of many encounters and are thus averaged over the 

entire electron energy distribution. One problem in swarm experiments 

is that they do not generally lead to the identification of the various 

negative ions formed.

In beam experiments, the electrons are emitted in a vacuum and 

formed into a beam by a system of electrodes and slits. The electrons 

in the beam are then given a definite energy by accelerating them in a 

known electric field. The electrons are then passed into a chamber 

where they collide with gas molecules. The gas pressure in the chamber 

is very lov/ (~10~^ Torr) so that the events that occur are due to single 

collisions between the electrons and the molecules. The negative ions 

are then withdrawn by ah electrostatic field, so that a mass analysis 

can be performed to identify the negative ions formed. The ion current, 

corresponding to a particular negative ion, is measured as a function 

of electron energy. Although the electrons are not truly monoenergetic, 

the difference ion current (first derivative of the ion current) as a 

function of electron energy can be regarded, to a first approximation, 

as the shape of .the electron capture cross sections as a function of 
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electron energy. The cross section is basically a measure of the proba- 
o 

bility that a given type of reaction will occur under given conditions.

Until several years ago, the data obtained in the low energy elec

tron region (<2 ev) by either swami or beam methods were not satis

factory. This was due to unknown energy distributions in the electron 

swarms and the poor energy resolution and uncalibrated energy scale 
g 

in the electron beam experiments. A combined swarm-beam technique has 

been developed which utilizes known energy distributions in the electron 

swarms and a quasi-monoenergetic electron beam with a negative ion time- 

of-flight mass spectrometer for the study of low energy interactions 

with molecules. This technique is used to adjust the electron energy 

scale of the beam experiments and calculate the absolute capture cross 

sections as a function of electron energy.

Previously, the electron energy scale in the beam experiments was 

calibrated by using the resonance-capture process in sulfur hexafluoride 

SFg, which yields a maximum in the difference negative ion current near 

.03 ev^. The swarm-beani method can establish the electron energy scale 

without the use of a calibrating gas. The actual energy at which the 

capture cross section is a maximum is neither the energy calculated from 

the swarm data nor the energy found in the beam experiments, but the 

beam value plus a correction factor. This correction factor is obtained 

by adjusting the difference negative ion current curves obtained by 

beam studies to obtain agreement between the calculated capture rates 

computed from beam data and the experimental rates obtained from swarm 

9 experiments. When the appearance potential as determined by the beam 
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method alone has a positive value, the new appearance potential deter

mined from the swarm-beam combination is more likely to be correct. 

However, in cases where the appearance potential is zero as found by 

beam data alone and a positive energy shift is required upon application 

of the swarm-beam method, the appearance potential determined by the
g 

swarm-beam method is questionable.

With this combined swarm-beam technique, the data obtained in the 

low-energy electron region are much improved. This technique has 

recently been used to investigate dissociative electron attachment to 

some aromatic halogen derivatives.^

C. Comparison of Electron Beam and Thermal Electron Attachment Studies

Dissociative electron attachment has been studied by both the 

electron beam and pulse sampling techniques. Absolute agreement between 

the energy of maximum capture cross section obtained by beam experiments 

and the activation energy for dissociation measured by thermal electron 

studies is not possible since the modes of electron attachment for the 

two methods are quite different. In the beam experiments, a high energy 

electron collides with a molecule in the ground state and therefore a 

vertical transition from the neutral molecule to the dissociative 

negative ion state occurs. In the electron capture cell used in the 

pulse sampling technique, the molecules are thermally excited so that 

low lying vibrational levels of the neutral molecule become occupied to 

the point where the potential energy curve for the neutral molecule 

crosses that for the dissociative state.
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Although the modes of electron attachment are different, a corre

lation should exist between the energy of maximum capture cross section 

and the activation energy if both techniques are investigating the same 

dissociative process. A correlation has not been previously attempted 

because the electron beam data in the low-energy electron region were 
n 

not satisfactory. With the combined swarm-beam technique , the data 

are now more reliable.

A previous study investigating thermal electron attachment to 

several aromatic halogen derivatives postulated the formation of a

5 12 negative molecular ion intermediate prior to dissociation (Mechanism III);’

13 This has been confirmed with a unique type of electron beam experiment, 

in which the SFg peak is monitored in a mixture of SFg and an aromatic 

halogen derivative. New SFg peaks occur at energies above the usually 

observed SFg peak near zero energy. This is explained by the formation 

of a temporary negative molecular ion state of the aromatic halogen 

derivative followed by autoionization to give thermal electrons. The 

thermal electrons are then scavenged by SFg to give SFg peaks at a 

different energy than normal. The energy of the new SFg peaks will 

then correspond to the same energy as the dissociative electron capture 

resonances for the aromatic halogen derivatives. Intermediate negative 

molecular ions have been postulated for F-benzene, o-Cl-toluene,

13 Cl-benzene, Br-benzene, o-Br-toluene and o-dichlorobenzene.
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D. Statement of the Problem

There were two purposes of this study. The first was to present 

data supporting a fourth mechanism (IV) for thermal electron attach

ment to molecules. This fourth mechanism is important since either 

bond dissociation energies or electron affinities for radicals can be 

determined providing one of these quantities is known.

The second purpose of this study was to investigate dissociative 

thermal electron attachment to some aromatic halogen derivatives 

(Mechanism III) and to correlate the results with those obtained from 

experiments that utilized the combined swarm-beam technique.



II. EXPERIMENTAL



EXPERIMENTAL

The experimental technique for obtaining thermal electron attach- 

2 5 ment measurements has been reported in previous studies. ’ A description 

of the electron capture cell and the pulse sampling technique has also 

2 14 been given previously. ’ A tritium-embedded titanium foil with an 

activity of ~.l Curie was used in the electron capture cell. A 

square-wave potential of 40 volts was applied across the cell by means 

of a Datapulse generator, Model 102. A pulse width of .5 psec at an 

interval of 1000 psec was employed in the electron capture cell to 

collect the free electrons.

Solutions of the compounds under investigation were prepared to give 

suitable peak sizes (about 60% capture), and linearity in response to the 

concentrations used. The solutions were prepared by volume measurements 

for the compounds that were liquid. Concentrations in moles per liter 

were then calculated from known densities and molecular weights. The 

solutions of the solid compounds were prepared by weighing the solute 

on a Cahn electrobalance. The solvents used were Mallinckrodt Nanograde 

benzene and toluene. The ethyl tri fluoroacetate was obtained from Pierce 

Chemical Co._The acetic anhydride was.Baker ,reagent,grade and. all 

other compounds were Eastman Red Label grade. It was not necessary to 

carry out a purification of the compounds since this was accomplished 

satisfactorily in the gas chromatograph prior to measurement in the elec

tron capture cell. The Microtek 2000-R gas chromatograph was used 

for all compounds. Two gas chromatographic columns were used: a
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225 foot -1/16 inch stainless steel capillary column coated with 

polyphenyl ether, and a 3 foot - 1/8 inch stainless steel column 

packed with 20% Carbowax 20M on terepthalic acid.

The temperature of the electron capture cell was generally elevated 

to the highest temperature (~220°C) and measurements were made at 

successive intervals as the temperature was allowed to drop. In the 

case of the acetic anhydride, the data at low temperatures were obtained 

at a later date than the high temperature data. The low temperature 

data were adjusted to the high temperature data by the data points 

which were common to both regions.

The areas under the chromatographic peaks were obtained by using 

a Leeds and Northrup analog computer.^ In all cases the span correc- 

0 2tion b /b was used; however, the correction was generally on the 

order of 1.5 or less.
7

The temperature dependence of the electron-capture coefficient, 

K, was studied and In KT 7 versus 1/T graphs ’ were constructed from 

the data (Appendix A). The.compounds investigated were:

(a) organic acetates: acetic anhydride [(CH^CO^Oj, benzyl ace

tate (CHgCOOCF^CgHg), ethyl acetate (CH^COOC^Hg), ethyl trichloro

acetate (CCI3COO-C2H5), and ethyl tri fluoroacetate (CF3COOC2H5).

(b) aromatic halogen derivatives: o-bromofluorobenzene (o-BrFCgH^), 

m-bromobenzotrifluoride (m-BrCFgC^H^), o-bromotoluene (o-CHgC^H^Br),

3'-chloroacetophenone (m-CH^COC^H^Cl), 4'-chloroacetophenone (p-CHgCOC^H^Cl), 

chlorobenzene (C^H^Cl), 1-chloronapthalene (l-C-|QHyCl), o-chloro- 

toluene (o-CHjCgH^Cl), and o-dichlorobenzene (o-CgH^C^).
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(c) others: 1‘-acetonapthone (CH3C0C-|gHy), biacetyl [(CH3C0)21, 

diacetyl benzene [p-CgH^(CH3C0)2], nitromethane and terepthal-

aldehyde Cp-CgH4(CHOjgJ 

o-Dichlorobenzene had previously been investigated, but not over a 

sufficient temperature range.



III. RESULTS



RESULTS

The results for all the compounds run are given in Table I. The 

3/2 graphs of In KT * versus 1/T for the organic acetates appear in Figure 1. 

Similar graphs for the aromatic halogen derivatives appear in Figures 2 

and 3. The graphs of In KT^^ versus 1/T shov/n in Figure 4 are for 

other compounds investigated during the course of this work.

*
ment, E-j (Appendix B).

The data in Table I were obtained by a least-squares fit of the 

experimental data (Appendix B). R is the gas constant. The solid 

lines in Figures 1 - 4 are the least-squares adjustments to the data. 

For the compounds that undergo nondissociative electron attachment, 

a common intercept of 14.79 ± .11 was used in the least-squares 

adjustment of the data. This common intercept least-squares adjustment

15 has been explained in a previous publication.

Tables II, III, and IV give the temperature dependence of the 

electron capture coefficients for the organic acetates, aromatic 

halogen derivatives and the other compounds studied, respectively.

Table V gives the experimentally determined molecular electron 

affinities, EA, activation energies for dissociative electron attach- 
* 

ment, E_, and activation energies for nondissociative electron attach-
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TABLE I

LEAST-SQUARES ADJUSTMENT OF THE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE

ELECTRON-CAPTURE COEFFICIENTS

Compound aE = slope x R, kcal. Intercept

Organic Acetates:
-

Acetic Anhydride -7.82±,12 34.86 ±.14 .

Benzyl Acetate -10.27 ±.44
3.88±.15

33.76 ±.49
14.79 ±.l 1

Ethyl Acetate 3.66±.1O 14.79 ±.11

Ethyl tri chloroacetate -1.97±.4O 35.06±.52

Ethyl tri fluoroacetate -8.15±.94
10.59±.13

37.50 ±1.06
14.79 ±.11

Aromatic Halogen Derivatives:

o-Bromof1uorobenzene -4.44±.1O 34.41 ±.12

m-Bromobenzotrifluoride -2.28±.1O 35.93 ±. 10

o-Bromotoluene -7.64±.12 34.61 ±.13

3* -Chloroacetophenone -5.40±.61
13.45±.13

35.46±.61
14.79±.ll

41 -Chioroacetophenone -7.97±,66
13.07±.12

37.94±.66
14.80 ±.11

Chlorobenzene -10.62±.28 32.92±.31

1 '-Chloronaphthalene -11.01±.25
6.39±.14

40.55 ±.29
14.83±.21

o-Chlorotoluene -11.65±.63 33.24±.68

o-Di chlorobenzene -8.67±.34 37.59 ±.39
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TABLE I CONTINUED

LEAST-SQUARES ADJUSTMENT OF THE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE

ELECTRON-CAPTURE COEFFICIENTS

Compound aE = slope x R, kcal. Intercept

Others:

1'-Acetonapthone 13.37±.13 14.77±.ll

Bi acetyl 14.16±.ll
-1.10±,16

14.79±.ll
34.06±.23

Di acetyl benzene -2.16±;i0 34.891.11

Phthal aldehyde -3.17±.15 ,33.76±.18

Nitromethane -12.58±.43 37.17±.45
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FIGURE 1

LN KT3/2 VERSUS 1/T FOR THE ORGANIC ACETATES

o Ethyl tri chloroacetate

A Ethyl tri fluoroacetate

V Acetic anhydride

Benzyl acetate

D Ethyl acetate



Ln
 KT

i.o ----------------
l/T xio3 CK”)
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FIGURE 2

LN KT3/2 VERSUS 1/T FOR THE AROMATIC HALOGEN DERIVATIVES



i/T X IO3(°K-1)
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FIGURE 3

LN KT3/2 VERSUS 1/T FOR THE AROMATIC HALOGEN DERIVATIVES



Ln
 KT

0 10 20 
l/T x lO’CK")

3.0
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FIGURE 4

LN VERSUS 1/T FOR SOME CARBONYL. AND NITRO DERIVATIVES
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TABLE II

ELECTRON CAPTURE COEFFICIENTS AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES FOR THE

ORGANIC ACETATES

COMPOUND ' T,°K 1/T x 103, °K"1 In KT3/2 L.S. In KT3/2

Acetic 505 1.98 27.05 27.06
Anhydride 
(first data 503 1.99 26.96 27.03
set) 500 2.00 26.86 26.98

499 2.00 27.03 26.97

496 2.02 26.89 26.92

495 2.02 26.92 26.91

489 2.04 26.89 26.81

476 2.10 26.68 26.58

473 2.11 26.56 26.53

468 2.14 26.39 26.44

461 2.17 26.27 26.31

454 2.20 26.19 26.19

449 2.23 26.06 26.08

438 2.28 25.88 25.87

.427 2.34 25.71 25.64

420 2.38 25.52 25.49

410 2.44 25.32 25.26

397 2.52 25.01 24.95

387 2.58 24.74 24.69

379 2.64 24.41 24.47

369 2.71 24.21 24.19

356 2.81 23.75 - 23.79

348 2.87 23.45 23.53

342 2.92 23.23 23.34

333 3.00 23.01 . 23.03
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TABLE II CONTINUED

ELECTRON CAPTURE COEFFICIENTS AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES FOR THE

ORGANIC ACETATES

COMPOUND ' T,°K 1/T x 103, °K"1 In KT3/2 L.S. In KT3/2

321 3.12 22.56 22.58

318 3.14 22.49 22.49

315 3.17 22.51 22.36

(second data
set: low tem-
peratures) 429 2.33 25.75

386 2.59 24.63

375 2.67 24.31

362 2.76 23.94

353 2.83 23.67

344 2.91 23.41

331 3.02 23.00

319 3.13 22.80

306 3.27 22.49

299 3.34 22.25

293 3.41 22.17

285 3.50 21.98

279 3.58 21.87

271 3.69 21.85

264 3.79 21.85

258 . 3.88 21.78

Benzyl
acetate 497 2.01 23.52 23.36

490 .• 2.04 23.31 23.21

476 2.10 23.02 22.90
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TABLE II CONTINUED

ELECTRON CAPTURE COEFFICIENTS AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES FOR THE

ORGANIC ACETATES

COMPOUND T,°K 1/T x 103, °K"1 In KT3/2 L.S. In KT3/2

467 2.14 22.63 22.68

456 2.19 22.26 22.41

444 2.25 21.94 22.11

431 2.32 21.46 21.76

417 2.40 21.36 21.36

404 2.48 21.08 20.96

391 2.56 20.74 20.54

376 2.66 20.46

358 2.79 20.29 20.25

347 2.88 20.41 20.42

333 3.00 20.62 20.66

Ethyl
acetate 506 1.98 20.57

500 2.00 20.44

496 2.016 20.51

488 2.05 20.36

475 2.11 20.15

458 2.18 19.89

438 2.28 19.79

417 2.40 19.83

395 2.53 19.91

366 2.73 19.90

346 2.89 20.13 20.11

332 3.01 20.31 20.32
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TABLE II CONTINUED

ELECTRON CAPTURE COEFFICIENTS AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES FOR THE

ORGANIC ACETATES

COMPOUND ' T,°K 1/T x 103, °K"1 in KT3/2 L.S. In KT3/2

Ethyl tri- 
chloroace- 
tate 482 2.07 . 33.05 33.00

478 2.09 33.00 32.99

473 2.11 32.97 32.97

469 2.15 32.96 32.96

457 2.19 32.88 32.88

447 2.24 32.84 32.84

435 2.30 32.76 32.78

429 2.33 32.72 32.74

413 2.42 32.68 32.66

403 2.48 32.59 32.59

397 2.52 32.55 32.56

392 2.55 32.53 32.53

378 2.65 32.41 32.43

368 2.72 32.36 32.36

362 2.76 32.32 32.32

348 2.87 32.22 32.21

341 -----------2.93 32:13 32714

329 3.04 32.06 32.05

321 3.12 32.00 31.97

316 ■ 2.16 31.95 31.93

Ethyl tri- 
fluoroace- 
tate 453 2.21 28.43 28.43

447 2.24 28.34 28.32
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TABLE II CONTINUED

ELECTRON CAPTURE COEFFICIENTS AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES FOR THE

ORGANIC ACETATES

COMPOUND T,°K 1/T x 103, °K"1 In KT3/2 L.S. In KT3/2

441 2.27 28.22 28.19

435 2.30 28.06 28.06

430 2.33 27.92

422 2.37 27.85

415 2.41 27.92

410 2.44 28.03 27.79

403 2.48 28.20 28.00

395 2.53 28.34 28.27

390 2.56 28.45 28.43

383 2.61 28.53 28.69

376 2.66 28.68 28.96
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TABLE III

ELECTRON CAPTURE COEFFICIENTS AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES FOR THE

AROMATIC HALOGEN DERIVATIVES

COMPOUND ' T,°K 1/T x 103, °K"1 In KT3/2 L.S. In KT3/2

o-Bromofluoro- 
benzene 454 2.20 29.52 29.49

446 2.24 ' 29.43 29.40

439 2.28 29.34 29.32

432 2.31 29.26 29.24

426 2.35 29.16 29.17

419 2.39 29.06 29.08

412 2.43 28.99 28.99

406 2.46 28.89 28.91

401 2.49 28.81 28.84

394 2.54 28.64 28.74

381 2.62 28.50 28.54

367 2.72 28.30 28.32

356 2.81 ■ 28.15 28.13

333 - 3.00 27.84 27.70

332 3.01 27.68 27.67

325 3.07 27.47 27.53

m-B romoben zo———-— 
tri fluoride 469 2.13 33.51 33.49

463 2.16 33.50 33.46

458 2.18 33.46 33.41
454 " 2.20 33.43 33.41

447 2.24 33.36 33.37

440 2.27 33.35 33.33

434 •" 2.30 33.26 33.29
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TABLE III CONTINUED

ELECTRON CAPTURE COEFFICIENTS AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES FOR THE

AROMATIC HALOGEN DERIVATIVES

COMPOUND T,°K 1/T x TO3, °K"1 In KT3/2 L.S. In KT3/2

429 2.33 33.25 33.26

423 2.36 33.21 33.22

416 2.40 33.15 33.18

408 2.45 33.09 33.12

403 2.48 33.07 33.09

398 2.51 44.04 33.05

392 2.55 32.97 33.01

386 2.59 32.93 32.96

381 2.62 32.92 32.92

372 2.69 32.83 32.85

366 2.73 32.81 32.80

362 2.76 . 32.78 32.77

353 2.83 32.72 32.69

348 2.87 32.68 32.64

o-Bromotoluene
494 2.02 26.73 26.82

492 2.03 26.73 26.79

. 486 2.06 26.70 26.70

'479 2.09 26.61 26.58
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TABLE III CONTINUED

ELECTRON CAPTURE COEFFICIENTS AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES FOR THE

AROMATIC HALOGEN DERIVATIVES

COMPOUND T,°K 1/T x 103, OK-1 In KT3/2 L.S. In KT3/2

471 2.12 26.51 26.45

463 2.16 26.35 26.31

456 2.19 26.21 26.18

448 2.23 26.04 26.03

441 2.27 25.91 ' 25.89

433 2.31 25.74 25.73

425 2.35 25.58 25.56

417 2.40 25.40 25.39

409 2.44 25.21 25.21

402 2.49 25.03 25.04

395 2.53 24.85 24.87

389 2.57 24.69 24.72

3'-chloroaceto
phenone 507 1.97 30.08 30.10

504 1.98 30.05 30.06

502 1.99 30.05 30.05

498 2.01 30.07 30.01

494 2.02 29.99 29.96

492 2.03 29.92 29.93
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TABLE III CONTINUED

ELECTRON CAPTURE COEFFICIENTS AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES FOR THE

AROMATIC HALOGEN DERIVATIVES

COMPOUND T,°K 1/T x 103, °K"1 In KT3/2 L.S. In KT3/2

489 2.04 29.90 29.90

485 2.06 29.88 29.86

480 2.08 29.78 29.79

476 2.10 29.76

472 2.12 29.71

466 2.15 29.73

461 2.17 29.73

457 2.19 29.77

447 2.24 29.96

443 2.26 30.16 30.07

439 2.28 30.24 30.21

434 2.30 30.44 30.37

424 2.36 30.79 30.75

420 2.38 31.06 30.91

416 2.40 31.19 31.16

411. 2.43 31.26 31.26

407 2.46 31.39 31.41

401 2.49 31.49 31.66
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TABLE III CONTINUED

ELECTRON CAPTURE COEFFICIENTS AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES FOR THE

AROMATIC HALOGEN DERIVATIVES

COMPOUND T,°K 1/T x 103, °K“1 In KT3/2 L.S. In KT3/2

396 2.53 31.62 31.88

391 2.56 31.69

384 2.60 31.87

376 2.66 31.94

369 2.71 32.10

362 2.76 32.16

354 2.82 32.21

347 2.88 32.27

340 2.94 32.26

331 3.02 32.11

324 • 3.09 32.38

4'-chloroaceto-
phenone 505 1.98 29.99 29.99

502 1.99 29.98 29.94 _____ _

498 2.01 29.87 29.88

496 2.02 29.83 29.84

492 2.03 29.80 29.79

488 2.05 29.72 29.71

• 479 2.09 29.62
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TABLE III CONTINUED

ELECTRON CAPTURE COEFFICIENTS AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES FOR THE

AROMATIC HALOGEN DERIVATIVES

COMPOUND T,°K 1/T x 103, °K-1 In KT3/2 L.S. In KT3/2

475 2.11 29.64

469 2.13 29.69

465 2.15 29.71

461 2.17 29.69

456 2.19 29.72

450 2.22 29.82

445 2.25 29.92 29.58

441 2.27 30.01 29.72

434 2.30 30.08 29.96

434 2.30 30.10 29.96

428 ' 2.34 30.23 30.17

422 2.37 30.36 30.38

417 2.40 39.49 30.57

412 2.43 30.69 30.75

406 2.46 30.82 30.99

400 2.50 31.01 31.24

394 2.54 31.24 31.49

391 2.56 31.26
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TABLE III CONTINUED

ELECTRON CAPTURE COEFFICIENTS AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES FOR THE

AROMATIC HALOGEN DERIVATIVES

COMPOUND ' T,°K 1/T x 103, °K"1 In KT3/2 L.S. In KT3/2

387 2.58 31.34

381 2.62 31.39

372 2.69 31.59

367 2.72 31.69

360 2.78 31.81

350 2.85 31.87

343 2.92 32.05

329 3.04 32.08

324 3.09 32.10

311 3.22 32.02

304 3.29 32.07

Chlorobenzene
495 2.02 22.03 22.12

491 2.04 22.03 22.oa_

483 2.07 21.92 21.86

477 2.10 21.77 21.72

468 2.14 21.54 21.51

459 2.18 21.27 21.27

449 2/23 21.00 21.01
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TABLE III CONTINUED

ELECTRON CAPTURE COEFFICIENTS AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES FOR THE

AROMATIC HALOGEN DERIVATIVES

COMPOUND T,°K 1/T x 103, °K"1 in KT3/2 L.S. In KT3/2

441 2.26 20.76 20.79

432 2.31 20.55 20.54

421 2.38 20.24 20.23

410 2.44 19.98

400 2.50 19.80

390 2.56 19.44

381 2.62 18.37

373 2.68 19.24

367 2.72 19.15

1-chloronap- 
thalene 504 1.98 29.43 29.55

497 2.01 29.38 29.39

488 2.05 29.25 29.20

— _480 L08_ 29,25 29.00

473 2.11 28.93 28.83

461 2.17 28.42 28.52

456 2.19 28.37 28.39

446 2.24 28,12 28.11

439 2.28 27.91 27.92
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TABLE III CONTINUED

ELECTRON CAPTURE COEFFICIENTS AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES FOR THE

AROMATIC HALOGEN DERIVATIVES

COMPOUND T, °K
3 -11/T x 10 , °K 1 in KT3/2 L.S. In KT3/2

431 2.32 27.75 27.70

423 2.36 27.40 27.44

414 2.42 27.11 27.16

405 2.47 26.79 26.86

394 2.54 26.43 26.58

381 2.62 26.08 26.14

370 2.70 25.69 25.57

361 2.77 25.19

332 3.01 24.88

332 3.01 24.84 24.51

319 3.13 25.00 24.91

308 3.25 25.32 25.27

297 3.37 25.43 25.66

293 3.41 25.58 25.79

289 3.46 25.95 25.95

o-Chlorotoluene
494 2.02 21.31 21.36

487 2.05 21.30 21.20

' 482 2.07 21.08 21.07
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TABLE III CONTINUED

ELECTRON CAPTURE COEFFICIENTS AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES FOR THE

AROMATIC HALOGEN DERIVATIVES

COMPOUND T, °K 1/T x 103, °K"1 In KT3/2 L.S. In KT3/2

473 2.11 20.81 20.83

464 2.16 20.53 20.59

453 2.21 20.32 20.29

444 2.25 20.04 20.03

433 2.31 19.82

422 2.37 19.67

410 2.44 19.40

400 2.50 19.29

381 2.62 19.15

o-Dichloro- 
benzene 480 2.08 28.62 28.50

476 2.10 28.51 28.42

476 2.14 28.31 28.25

459 2.18 28.11 28.08

444 2.25 27.56 27.76

439 2.28 27.50 27.66

428 2.34 27.36 27.39

419 2.39 27.11 27.17

410 2/44 26.93 26.94
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TABLE III CONTINUED

ELECTRON CAPTURE COEFFICIENTS AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES FOR THE

AROMATIC HALOGEN DERIVATIVES

COMPOUND ' T, °K 1/T x IO3, OK-1 In KT3/2 L.S. In KT3/2

401 2.49 26.70 26.71

389 2.57 26.39 26.37

372 2.69 25.99 25.86

348 2.87 25.38

325 3.08 24.87

306 3.27 24.30
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TABLE IV

ELECTRON CAPTURE COEFFICIENTS AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES

FOR SOME CARBONYL AND NITRO DERIVATIVES

COMPOUND T, °K 1/T x TO3, °K"1 In KT3/2 L.S. In KT3/2

1'-Aceto-
napthone 500 2.00 27.89 28.23

492 2.03 28.01 28.45

487 2.05 28.35 28.58

478 2.09 28.57 28.85

‘ 473 2.11 28.80 28.99

459 2.18 29.50 29.43

453 2.21 29.75 29.62

445 2.25 30.13 29.88

432 2.31 30.78 30.35

415 2.41 31.32 31.00

400 2.50 31.95 31.59

381 2.62 32.19 32.43

369 2.71 32.26 ,

362 2.76 32.22

Bi acetyl
463 2.16 29.93 30.18

449 2.23 30.69 30.65

431 2.32 31.45 31.31
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TABLE IV CONTINUED

ELECTRON CAPTURE COEFFICIENTS AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES

FOR SOME CARBONYL AND NITRO DERIVATIVES

COMPOUND T, °K 1/T x 103, °K"1 in KT3/2 L.S. In KT3/2

414 2.42 32.05 31.99

398 2.51 32.42

386 2.59 32.66 32.64

375 2.67 32.57 32.59

345 2.90 32.47 32.47

341 2.93 32.41 32.44

320 3.13 32.36 32.35

Diacetyl
Benzene 496 2.02 32.68 32.68

495 2.02 32.59 32.67

487 2.05 32.64 32.64

478 2.09 32.62 32.61

469 2.13 ■ 32.59 32.56

462 2.17 32.56 32.53

450 2.22 32.53 32.47

438 2.28 32.42 32.40

435 2.30 32.43 32.39

422 2.37 32.29 32.30

-421 2.38 32.34 32.30
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TABLE IV CONTINUED

ELECTRON CAPTURE COEFFICIENTS AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES

FOR SOME CARBONYL AND NITRO DERIVATIVES

COMPOUND T, °K 1/T x 103, °K“1 in KT3/2 L.S. In KT3/2

406 2.46 32.16 32.20

403 2.48 32.17 32.18

385 2.60 32.03 32.05

372 2.69 32.00 31.96

364 2.75 31.85 31.81

Nitromethane
509 1.97 24.89

505 1.98 24.74

500 2.00 24.61

494 2.03 24.37 24.31

489 2.05 24.21 24.19

486 2.06 24.09 . 24.12

481 2.08 ' 23.98 23.99

473 2.12 23.75 23.75

464 2.16 23.50 23.50

456 2.19 23.33 23.31

448 2.23 23.10

436 2.29 23.48

•440 2.28 23.34
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TABLE IV CONTINUED

ELECTRON CAPTURE COEFFICIENTS AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES

FOR SOME CARBONYL AND NITRO DERIVATIVES

COMPOUND T, °K 1/T x 103, °K"1 In KT3/2 L.S. In KT3/2

430 2.33 23.25

422 2.37 23.17

413 2.42 23.36

407 2.46 23.43

397 2.52 23.68

389 2.58 23.94

376 2.66 24.44

351 2.85 25.50

341 2.94 25.95

Pthalaldehyde
497 2.01 30.54 30.52

491 2.04 30.40 30.50

490 2.04 30.55 30.46

483 2.07 30.50 30.38

472 2.12 30.40 30.33

464 2.16 30.29 30.25

454 2.20 30.25 30.18

444 2.25 30.14 30.13

439 2.28 30.04 30.04
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TABLE IV CONTINUED

ELECTRON CAPTURE COEFFICIENTS AT VARIOUS' TEMPERATURES

FOR SOME CARBONYL AND NITRO DERIVATIVES

COMPOUND T, °K 1/T x 103, °K~1 In KT3/2 L.S. In KT3/2

429 2.33 30.07 30.02

426 2.35 29.99 29.90

413 2.42 29.76 29.85

408 2.45 29.73 29.80

390 2.56 29.66 29.67

375 2.67 29.57 29.52

366 2.73 29.45 29.41
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TABLE V

ELECTRON AFFINITIES AND ACTIVATION ENERGIES FOR DISSOCIATION AND

ELECTRON ATTACHMENT

Compound . EA (ev) E*(kcal) E1*(kcal)

Organic Acetates:
-

Acetic Anhydride - 6.56 -

Benzyl Acetate .168 8.94

Ethyl Acetate .158 9.79 —

Ethyl tri chloroacetate - 0.76 -

Ethyl tri fluoroacetate .459 6.85 -

Aromatic Halogen Derivatives:

o-Bromof1uorobenzene 3.25 -

m-Bromobenzotrifluoride - 1.05 -

o-Bromotoluene - 6.31 -

31-Chioroacetophenone .583 4.00 -

41-Chloroacetophenone .566 6.57

Chlorobenzene - 9.25 -

11-Chloronaphthalene .277 9.87

o-Chlorotoluene - 10.26 -

o-Dichlorobenzene - 7.37 -
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TABLE V CONTINUED

ELECTRON AFFINITIES AND ACTIVATION ENERGIES FOR DISSOCIATION AND

ELECTRON ATTACHMENT

Compound EA (ev) E*(kcal) E^Ckcal)

Others:

1‘-Acetonaphthone .580 - -

Bi acetyl .614 - .05

Di acetyl benzene - - 1.16

Pthalaldehyde - - 2.17

Nitromethane - 9.86 -



IV. GENERAL KINETIC MODEL



GENERAL KINETIC MODEL

Since a complete discussion of the reactions occurring in the 

2 5 electron capture cell has been reported in previous publications ’ ,

only the electron attachment and negative ion reactions will be pre

sented here. The reaction steps that are essential to the various 

thermal electron attachment mechanisms are:

AB + e" AB" (I)
k-l

9
AB + e —-—> A- + B (II)

k2r-> A- + B" (III)

AB" ---------
l>A" + B- (IV)

- + kN

k1 P+
. AB + R- - K > AB + R ------ > neutrals

The Roman numerals to the right of Equations 1-3 refer to the reac

tions which are the most important for that particular mechanism.

It should be pointed out that this kinetic model is only appli

cable at high pressures, as is the case in the electron capture cell. 

When the pressure is low, as in the electron beam experiments, the

e + P —-L-> neutrals

kn _ p+
e + R- —R ——neutrals

k1
AB" + P+.—neutrals 

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)
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kinetic model must be altered slightly. Consider, for example, nondisso- 

ciative electron attachment (Equation 1)

z(niL
AB + e (AB")*  7^ AB" (8)

^1] z_](m)

v/here (AB~)*  is a vibrationally excited negative molecular ion and Z(m) 

and Z_-| (m) represent the rate of stabilization and detachment, respec

tively. The "effective11 forward rate constant, kp would therefore be 

kl = ki , Z(m)
1 Z(m) + k^ (9)

and for the reverse

k-l " Z-l(m) ( Z(m) I k;-] ) (10)

If the pressure is sufficiently high, Z(m) >> k'p then k-, = k-j. The 

rate constant, k_p represented in Equation 1, reduces to

Z Jm)
k , = ------ *-------- k‘ (11

* Z(m) "*

at sufficiently high pressures.

The conditions under which the thermal electron attachment

2 5 studies are carried out have been described in detail. ’ Assuming

steady state for the concentration of electrons and the negative 
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molecular ions, and an excess concentration of positive species, P+, 

radical species, R-, and capturing species, [AB] = a, the following 

expression can be derived for the response of the electron capture
2 

cell as a function of concentration

= k a 1 (12)
[e"J

where [e~] and b are the concentration of electrons with and without 

the capturing species present, respectively. K is defined as the 

electron capture coefficient.

The electron capture coefficient for the general case involving 

Equations 1-3 can be expressed in terms of the rate constants

i k-i (kn + ki )
K = E k12 + (k21+k2+kL) ] (13)

In Equation 13, k|_ ** k^ + k^-j and kg — k^ + k^, where k^j, k^-j, k^, 

and k^ are pseudo first order rate constants, e.g., k^ = k^rp+]. The 

first term in Equation 13 corresponds to the dissociative electron 

attachment process represented by Equation 2. This mechanism (II) can 

be considered completely independent of the second term in Equation 13 

or it can be derived from the second term letting k2 become extremely 

large. Then k-| would become analogous to k^. Equation 2 has been 

included in the general kinetic model to differentiate this dissociative 

process from-the one that involves a negative molecular ion intermediate 

which has a measureable lifetime (Equation 3).
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In this present work, only the dissociative process represented 

by Equation 3 was mainly considered, i.e., = 0. Thus, K will have

the form

Assuming 

form for

The rate 

pendent, 

attachment, detachment, and dissociation of the negative molecular ion, 

respectively. Ap A_p and are the frequency factors associated with 

the rate constants kp k_p and k2, respectively. The T"3^2 pre-expo- 

nential term for k-j in Equation 15 has been inserted to agree with the 

equilibrium expression for electron attachment-detachment.? Consistent 

with this equilibrium expression. In KT * versus 1/T is conveniently 
--------------- _o,2 ------------------------------ ----------------  
plotted. The T 1 pre-exponential term is actually appropriate only 

when k_-| is predominant in the denominator, but for comparative purposes 

In KT3/<2 is plotted in all cases.

When certain rate constants are predominant or certain rate con

stants are zero (no reaction) the expression for K will acquire various 

forms. These various expressions for K will now be discussed in 

(14)

Arrhenius expressions for the rate constants, the general 

the temperature dependence of Equation 14 is

(15)

ies for electron

constants k^ and k^ have been assumed to be temperature inde- 

E£, E*q , and E$ are the activation

1 k-| (k2 +k|_)
1^ ^k_-j + k2 + kL

-F*  -F*K = T-3/2A1e EVRT(A2e E2/RT + k|J

_F*  -F*. kD(A.ie -VRT + E2/RT + kL
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relationship to the type of temperature dependence expected for the 

various thermal electron attachment mechanisms.

Mechanism I: Stable Negative Molecular Ion Formation

k2 = 0

k12 = 0

kll<L
K " kD<k-l + P

k -J > k|_ > k^ " 0

(16)

Equation 14 can acquire three forms depending upon the relative 

magnitude of k_p k^ and k|_. If k^ is zero or extremely small, then a 

stable negative molecular ion is formed. Equation 16 is a general 

expression for this mechanism. Two different temperature dependencies 

may be observed corresponding to

High Temperature

K =
kL kl
kD ^1 (17)

Low Temperature

kL > k-l > k2 - 0

kl
K = 

kD
(18)

According to the principle of microscopic reversibility, k-|/k_i in 

Equation 17 can be equated to the equilibrium constant for Equation 1, 

which in turn can be expressed in terms of the electron affinity through 
7

the statistical thermodynamic expression for an ideal gas. The parti

tion functions for the negative molecular ion and the neutral molecule 

are assumed to cancel except for the statistical weight of two. Equating 
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k-]/k_] in terms of the equilibrium constant, the expression for the 

electron capture coefficient in Equation 17 becomes

A e+EA/RT (]g)
kd tj/z

Comparing Equation 15 with Equation 19 under these approximations,

A = A-|/A_i and EA = -(E*-|  - E*-|).  A is a constant which can be 

evaluated from fundamental constants and the mass of the electron.

3/2As a result of Equation 19, In KT 1 versus 1/T is plotted and the 

positive slope times R gives the molecular electron affinity.

Frequently k-j is relatively temperature independent and the 

3/2In KT plot is characterized by a large positive slope at high 

temperatures and a zero or slightly negative slope at low temperatures.

Several examples of this type of temperature dependence have been 

2 15reported, 5 in which E^ is zero. Figure 5 shows a series of curves 

calculated from Equation 15 (Appendix C) with the electron affinity
I r

fixed and a variable E^., 2,4,6-Trimethylacetophenone is given as 

an example.

Mechanism‘II: Dissociative Thermal Electron Attachment

As mentioned earlier, the dissociative mechanism leading directly 

to A*  + B" can be considered from only the first term of Equation 13 

where

K = (20)
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FIGURE 5

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE FOR MECHANISM I

E^ variable; EA = 10.9 kcal

E| = (1) -1, (2) 0, (3) 1, (4) 3.1, (5) 5 kcal

0 Represents experimental data for 2,4,6-trimethyl- 
acetophenone
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If the temperature dependence of taken as the Arrhenius expression, 

a simple In K versus 1/T plot will be linear with a single negative 

3/2slope. A In KT * versus 1/T plot is also linear and several examples 

5 17of this have been reported. ’

Mechanisms III and IV: Dissociative Thermal Electron Attachment Preceded 

by a Negative Molecular Ion Intermediate 

The fourth mechanism (IV), proposed in this study, is identical 

to Mechanism III except that dissociation does not occur along a disso

ciative potential energy curve. The activation energy for dissociation 

in Mechanism IV, E*,  is equal to the change in internal energy for the 

process; aE. aE is equal to the difference in the bond dissociation 

energy (0^) and the electron affinity of the radical (EA^). Since 

Mechanism IV does not alter the kinetic model, the expected temperature 

dependence will be discussed along with Mechanism III. Support for 

Mechanism IV will be given later.

In discussing the expected temperature dependence for Mechanism III, 

it.is necessary to consider the magnitude of E|. The activation 

energy, E*,  for Mechanism III is generally equal to (E^ + E| - E*-]),  

unless E| is greater than (E£ + E| - E*j)  in which case E| = E*,  i.e., 

the activation energy for electron attachment is greater than the 

energy required for dissociation. It is necessary to consider two . 

cases for Mechanism III: (a) k^kn/k_^ and (b) k-j. Mechanism IV has only 

one case, which is equivalent to case (a) of Mechanism III.
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(a) k1k2/k_1 case: E*  = (E*  + E*  - E^)

The discussion for this case of Mechanism III also applies to 

Mechanism IV. When k2 is not zero. Equation 14 can take on three possible 

expressions which could be observed in different temperature regions.

High Temperature 

k_i > k2 >

1 ^1 ^2
k=-1-(4^) (2D

-1

Intermediate Temperature Low Temperature 

kf > k_-| > k2

The intermediate and low temperature expressions for K are 

identical to the two regions of Mechanism I. For the intermediate 

temperature region, a positive slope related to the molecular electron 

3/2 affinity is observed in the In KT * versus 1/T plot. For the low' 

temperature region, a negative or zero slope related to the activation 

energy for electron attachment, E|, is observed. The high temperature 

3/2region is associated with a negative slope of a In KT * versus 1/T 

plot. This negative slope is related to the activation energy for 

dissociation (E*  = E^ + E^ - E*̂ ).

Mechanisms III(a) and IV can take on the appearance of Figure 6 

where all three linear regions may be observed. In Figure 6, the 

molecular electron affinity was varied and (E£ - EA) was held constant 

with E| equal to zero. The deviations from linearity in the transition 

between linear regions should be noted. Use of data over a temperature 

span which appears to be linear could lead to serious errors in the
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FIGURE 6

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE FOR MECHANISMS III(a) AND IV

(E*  - EA) = 4.4 kcal; E*  = 1.4 kcal; EA = (1) 12, (2) 8, 

(3), 6, (4) 4, and (5) 0 kcal.

0 Represents experimental data for S'-chloroacetophenone. 

Solid line through data obtained by using the parameters:

= 17.8 kcal, EA = 13.4 kcal, E| = 0 kcal.
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slopes. Figure 7 contains a series of curves varying with EA held 

constant and E^ equal to zero. Again the range of linearity should be 

noted. The purpose of the family of curves in Figures 6 and 7 is to 

show how good the approximations are that lead to the linear regions 

and to show the limitations of using only the data in the "linear" 

regions. In some cases, the linear regions are almost nonexistent.

(b) k-| case: E*  = E| k2 > k_-| > kL

3/2For the k-j case, a single negative slope in the In KT ' versus 

1/T plot would be observed. This negative slope is related to the 

activation energy for dissociation.

Mechanisms III and IV cannot be differentiated on a kinetic 

basis. However, in Mechanism IV the activation energy for dissociation 

is equal to the change in internal energy (aE). In Mechanism III, E*  

is greater than aE. Mechanisms III and IV can also be distinguished 

quite precisely on the basis of their potential energy curves. 

Mechanism IV involves only a single negative ion potential energy curve, 

whereas Mechanism III involves two negative ion potential energy curves 

leading to different negative ions upon dissociation.

A complete summary of the four thermal electron attachment 

mechanisms is shown in Figure 8. Representative two dimensional 

potential energy curves are drawn to illustrate the reaction paths. 

The appropriate kinetic expressions for the capture coefficient and a 

representation of the type of temperature dependence are also shown in
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FIGURE 7

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE FOR MECHANISMS 111(a) AND IV

EA = 7.7 kcal; E*  = 0 kcal; E£ = (1.) 6.4, (2) 8.4, 

(3) 10.4, (4) 14.4, (5) 18.4 kcal.
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FIGURE 8

REPRESENTATIVE POTENTIAL ENERGY CURVES AND TEMPERATURE

DEPENDENCE FOR THE VARIOUS THERMAL ELECTRON ATTACHMENT

MECHANISMS
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Figure 8 for each mechanism. The various classes of compounds assigned 

to the different thermal electron attachment mechanisms are also given 

in Figure 8 as are the molecular parameters which can be derived from 

each case.

As mentioned earlier, nondissociative electron attachment is 

3/2 characterized by a positive slope.in the In KT * versus 1/T plot. 

As shown in Figure 8, this type of electron attachment can also occur 

with compounds which undergo dissociative electron attachment according 

to Mechanism 111(a) or IV. This is strong evidence for assuming a 

negative molecular ion intermediate for Mechanisms 111(a) or IV. The 

reasons for assuming a negative molecular ion intermediate for 

Mechanism 111(b) will be discussed later.

The potential energy curves shown in Figure 8, being two dimensional, 

are approximations or cross sections of the actual multi-dimensional 

potential energy surface that is necessary to represent a polyatomic 

molecule. For some polyatomics, the two dimensional representation 

may be satisfactory if the configurational change from the neutral 

molecule to the negative ion is principally a lengthening of a specific 

bond.



V. NEGATIVE ION POTENTIAL ENERGY FUNCTION



NEGATIVE ION POTENTIAL ENERGY FUNCTION

There are numerous empirical two dimensional potential energy func

tions which have been proposed for representing a neutral diatomic 

molecule.The best known of these functions is the Morse poten

tial. This function is considered to be generally satisfactory for 

a three parameter function. Referenced to zero energy at infinite 

internuclear separation, the Morse function has the form

U(AB) = -2D°b e"B(r“ro) + D£B e"2^r'ro) (22)

where the first term represents the attractive term and the second

term represents the repulsive term.

energy referenced to the minimum of

the reduced mass, and h is Planck's constant.

D^b is the bond dissociation

the function, i.e., = D^g + 1/2 hv0,
y2

nv-— , v is the 
AB

fundamental vibrational frequency for the A-B stretching mode, y is 

A two dimensional potential energy function has been proposed to 

represent the negative ion potential energy curves discussed earlier 

(Figure 8).^ This function is the Morse function with an additional 

parameter, k, that modifies only the attractive term of Equation 22. 

The general form for the negative ion potential energy function is

U(AB-) = -2kD°B e'e(r"ro) + D°B e"2e(r“ro) - EAA Qr B (23)

where EA^ or B is the electron affinity of the appropriate radical, 

depending upon whether A" or B" is the dissociative product.
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The arguments supporting Equation 23 are numerous^ and only a few 

will be discussed. First, the repulsive term is the same in both the 

neutral molecule and negative ion potential energy functions. Equations 

22 and 23, respectively. Since most of the repulsive term probably 

arises from the core electrons and the positive nuclei, the addition of 

a single electron would not alter, this significantly. This would be 

especially true for higher atomic number elements. Linnet has shown 

that the repulsive term for several diatomic positive ions is the same 

20 as that of the neutral molecule. The deviation which he observed for 

three diatomics was only 6%. Secondly, the exponential function of 

internuclear displacement in the attractive and repulsive terms of 

Equation 23 are identical to those for the neutral molecule. This 

can be rationalized by considering the valence bond approximation 

for a localized A-B bond. The energies for the symmetric and unsym- 

metric wave functions, neglecting the overlap integral, are determined 

by the sign of the exchange integral and hence the functional dependence 

21 of the internuclear distance is the same. On this basis one might 

expect the same exponential function of internuclear displacement for 

the neutral molecule and its negative ion.

As mentioned earlier, electron beam studies yield the distribution 

of relative capture cross sections as a function of electron energy. 

The capture cross sections refer to the electron capture process occurring 

with no change in internuclear distance, i.e., vertical transitions. 

The parameter k in Equation 23 can be determined from these measured 

electron energies. At some A-B internuclear separation, the energy of 
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the vertical transition, Ev, is given by the difference between 

Equation 23 and the bond dissociation energy of the molecule.

E = -2kD° e + D° p-2f>(r-r0) _ rn > n fo/M
Lv zkuAB e 0 UAB e laA or B + UAB

The vertical energy of maximum cross section occurs when (r-r0) equals

zero and can be expressed in terms of k by the expression

Ev,max  2^“^)DAB " E^A or B ^vo

The parameter k in Equation 23 can be calculated from Equation 25 if 

the vertical energy of maximum cross section is known.

Assuming the Franck-Condon principle, the probability of the ver

tical transition occurring is a function of the energy of the transition, 

the energy of the electron, and the overlap integral for the two vibra

tional states involved (for the neutral molecule and the negative molecular 

ion). An approximation for the probability of the vertical transition 

occurring can be obtained by considering only the probability that the 

neutral molecule will have a particular internuclear distance22, i.e., 

consider only the vibrational state of the neutral molecule. For the 

neutral molecule, the probability of a.particular internuclear distance

23 is given by the harmonic oscillator solution.

1/2
(-)

P(r-ro> = -V- VfOJ2 e"5 dr (26)
- 0 2nni

where H(^) is the Hermite polynomial, a. = (uf/h2)^2, f = force constant, 

p = reduced mass, n is the vibrational quantum number, and 5 = Ta (,r-r ).
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Differentiating Equation 24 respect to (r-r ), one obtains

dEv = k D°b e"e(r"ro) - 2D°b e"2p(r"ro) dr (27)

Rearranging Equation 27 to obtain dr as a function of Ev, 

dr - "v

2 0°B e-B(r-ro) (e~6^r~ro^ - k)

Substitution of Equation 28 into Equation 26 gives

2
(£)1/2 [H(6)]2 e"e

2nn! 2D°b e-e(r-ro) - k)
(29)

Equation 29 can be used to calculate the relative capture cross sections 

as a function of vertical energy. H(?) is obtained from the harmonic

23oscillator solution.

The bond dissociation energy for the negative molecular ion can be 

calculated from the expression^

DAB- = k2[,AB <30>

where D^B_ is the bond dissociation energy for the negative molecular 

ion referenced to the minimum of the function, i.e., D^g- = D^B- + l/2hu| 

where Ug ^B- is the stretching frequency of the A-B bond in the negative 

molecular ion. The equilibrium internuclear distance for the negative

17molecular ion can be calculated from the expression

AB"  -In k AB 
r0 S r0 (31)
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Equations 22, 23 and 29 have been programmed in Fortran IV so 

that the potential energy curves and relative cross section distribu

tions could be calculated and compared to the experimental data for 

several di atomics which undergo dissociative electron attachment 

(Appendices D and E). Equation 23 was used to represent the negative 

ion curve and k was calculated from the energy for the vertical process 

by Equation 25. The relative cross section distributions were calcu

lated from Equation 29 and compared to the experimental difference ion 

current curves, which can be used, to a first approximation, as a 

representation for the shape of the relative cross section distributions. 

Comparison of predicted and experimental relative cross section distri- 
2z| 

butions have been done previously for the hydrogen halides. The 

diatomics considered in this study were: C^, CO, and HC1. The

parameters used in constructing the potential energy curves and the 

distributions are given in Table VI. The experimental distributions were 

obtained from the references for E„ mDV. Figures 9, 10, 11, and 12 show 

the potential energy curves.and the calculated and experimental rela

tive cross section distributions. There is good agreement between the 

calculated and experimental cross section distributions only for oxygen and 

carbon monoxide. For hydrogen and hydrogen chloride, the approximation 

that the neutral molecule and negative ion have the same repulsive 

term is probably invalid.

As mentioned earlier, the use of a two dimensional potential energy 

function may be satisfactory in some cases to represent a polyatomic 

molecule. One specific case is in the consideration of dissociative 

thermal electron attachment to a molecule, where the configurational 

change is principally the lengthening of a specific bond.
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TABLE VI

PARAMETERS USED TO CALCULATE POTENTIAL ENERGY CURVES AND

RELATIVE CROSS SECTION DISTRIBUTIONS FOR DIATOMICS

Compound and 
Negative Ion 
Formed

EA,kcal E v,max 
kcal

ro^ DABa * ckcal l/2hv^, 
kcal0

°-lB,A 1

O
J1

O 
e=C

o «Q kj

h2(h") H-=17.29d 86.5e .742 103.19 6.29 1.933 65.40 .497

HCl(CT) Cl -=83.16f * 17.89 1.274 102.13 4.27 1.861 86.53 .505

o2(o") 0-=33.56h * * 161.41 1.207 117.10 2.26 2.659 306.99 .163

C0(0") O'=33.56h 228.01 1.128 254 3.10 2.304 441.00 .485

aE.A. Moelwyn-Hughes, Physical Chemistry, Pergamon Press, Oxford, 1964 

v from reference a.o
c force constants from reference a.

dC. L. Pekeris, Phys. Rev., 112, 1649 (1958)

eG. J. Schulz and R. K. Asundi, Phys. Rev. Letters, 15, 946 (1965).

^R. S. Berry and C. W. Riemann, J^. Chem. Phys., 38, 1540 (1963).

®D. C. Frost and C. A. McDowell, J_. Chem. Phys., 29, 504 (1958).

^F. M. Page, Trans. Faraday Soc., 57, 359 (1961).

^D. Rapp and D. D. Briglia, J_. Chem. Phys., 43, 1485 (1965).

^Calculated from Equation 25.
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FIGURE 9

POTENTIAL ENERGY CURVES AND RELATIVE CROSS SECTION

DISTRIBUTION FOR DISSOCIATIVE ELECTRON ATTACHMENT

TO HYDROGEN

0 Represents electron beam results

-- Calculated
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FIGURE 10

POTENTIAL ENERGY CURVES AND RELATIVE CROSS SECTION

DISTRIBUTION FOR DISSOCIATIVE ELECTRON ATTACHMENT

TO HYDROGEN CHLORIDE

0 Represents electron beam results

-- Calculated
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FIGURE 11

POTENTIAL ENERGY CURVES AND RELATIVE CROSS SECTION

DISTRIBUTION FOR DISSOCIATIVE ELECTRON ATTACHMENT

TO OXYGEN

0 Represents electron beam results 

-- Calculated
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FIGURE 12

POTENTIAL ENERGY CURVES AND RELATIVE CROSS SECTION

DISTRIBUTION FOR DISSOCIATIVE ELECTRON ATTACHMENT

TO CARBON MONOXIDE

0 Represents electron beam results

-- Calculated
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Dissociative thermal electron attachment to the aliphatic halides. 

Mechanism II, is assumed to arise from the electron adding to an anti

bonding sigma orbital. Thus the negative ion state is essentially 

dissociative and the lifetime of the negative molecular ion is considered 

to be on the order of a vibration (10“ sec). The aliphatic halides 

show a unique linear relationship .between the activation energy, E*,  and 

the change in internal energy, AE, for dissociative thermal electron attach

ment J'' aE is equal to the bond dissociation energy for the carbon

halogen bond minus the electron affinity of the dissociating halide (EAg).

1 AR'kB = 1--------------------------------------------------------------------- (33)

2(EAb-I)

I has been determined experimentally to be 15.3 kcalkg represents 

k in Equation-23. Rewriting Equation 23, the expression for the dissocia

tive negative ion potential energy curve for the aliphatic halides is

E* = 1 * * + <DAB - eab’ (32)

17Equation 23 has been used to explain this unique relationship. The acti

vation energy is interpreted as the intersection of the negative ion 

potential energy curve with that of the neutral molecule about the 

zero-point level of the neutral molecule. Solving Equation 22 and 23 

for the intersection, one can obtain an expression which can be readily 

equated to Equation 32.^ From this expression, k can be written in 

terms of I-.

I - ------- -— PD0 - (EA - 1)1^^
1 fno J/2 luAB
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U(AB") = -2kRD° e"p(r"ro) + D° - EAR (34)
D HD HD D

The reason for rewriting Equation 23 in this form will be seen later.

Equation 23 can also be applied to Mechanism IV. This case is the 

same as that for Mechanism II since only one negative ion potential 

energy curve is involved; however, it is not a dissociative curve 

but has an appreciable minimum. In Mechanism IV, the activation energy 

for dissociation is equal to the change in internal energy for the 

process and is not interpreted to be the intersection of the neutral 

and negative ion potential energy curves above the zero-point level 

of the neutral molecule. If electron beam data is available, k can be 

calculated from Equation 25. A relationship between k and the molecular 

electron affinity can also be developed. The expression for the molecu

lar" electron affinity in terms of the potential energy curves for the 

neutral molecule and the negative molecular ion is

EAAB = "DAB + DAB~ + EAA

Substituting E*  = D^g - EA^ and the expression for D^g- from Equation 30, 

the expression for k becomes

2 _ EAab + E*  + V2hv0iAB-
n, -------------------------------- I JO J

0° UAB

Figure 13 shows a representative set of potential energy curves for 

Mechanism IV ‘calculated from Equations. 22 and 23. The E^ in Figure 13 is
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FIGURE 13

POTENTIAL ENERGY CURVES FOR MECHANISM IV
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the activation energy for dissociation discussed in Mechanism 111(b); 

however, the activation energy for dissociation in Mechanism IV is 

equal to (E^ + E| - E* r).

Equation 23 can also be applied to Mechanism III although two 

negative ion potential energy curves leading to different products 

upon dissociation are involved (Figure 8). Since the aromatic 

halogen derivatives are the only compounds that have been classified 

as Mechanism III, this discussion will be specifically for them.

Mechanism III involves a dissociative negative ion curve leading 

to the products of an aromatic radical and a halogen negative ion. 

This dissociative negative ion curve is assumed to arise from the 

electron adding to an antibonding sigma orbital. This was the same 

interpretation used in Mechanism II for the aliphatic halides. On 

this basis. Equation 34 can be used to represent the dissociative 

negative ion potential energy curve for Mechanism III, with kg being 

calculated from Equation 33.

The second negative ion potential energy curve for Mechanism III 

is assumed to arise from the electron adding to a pi orbital. The 

dissociation ‘products for this negative ion curve are a halogen atom 

and an aromatic negative ion. Rewriting Equation 23 in a slightly 

different form to represent this second negative ion potential energy 

curve, one gets

U(AB") = -2k. D° + D° -EA. (37)r\ r\u r\D . r\

where EA. is the electron affinity of the aromatic radical.
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Since the antibonding sigma orbitals are generally higher in 

energy than the pi orbitals, the dissociative negative ion potential 

energy curve. Equation 34, v/ill be the higher energy negative ion curve 

near the equilibrium internuclear separation of the neutral molecule. 

This is in agreement with the experimentally observed results that, 

other factors being the same, the activation energy for dissociative

5 17 electron attachment is lower for Mechanism III than for Mechanism II. ’
5

Except for iodobenzene, the aromatic halogen derivatives do not fit 

the relationship expressed for the aliphatic halides in Equation 32. 

If the dissociative negative ion curve was the lower of the two negative 

ion curves, then the aromatic halogen derivatives might be expected 

to follow Equation 32.

Considering Equation 37 to represent the lower of the two negative 

ion potential energy curves, can be calculated from the lowest 

vertical transition observed by electron beam studies by Equation 25. 

If the molecular electron affinity is known, k^ can also be calculated 

from the expression

.2 _ EAAB + DAB " EAA ' 1/2 h^0,AB "VO,AB"^ ,oo.
K -

D° UAB

Equations 37 and 38 apply for both cases of Mechanism III.

The activation energy for Mechanism 111(a) is interpreted as the 

intersection of the two negative ion potential energy curves above the 

zero-point energy level of the neutral molecule. The expression for the 
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activation energy can be derived by solving for this intersection.

The resulting expression is

+
_ -kA(eaa - EAb)

" kA^

p
(EAa - EAB/
—- --------------  ? - EAA + DAB (39>
4D^B(kA-kB)2

A representative set of potential energy curves for Mechanism III(a) 

is shown in Figure 14. Equations 22, 34 and 37 were used to calculate 

the potential energy curves.

For Mechanism 111(b), the activation energy is interpreted as the 

intersection of the negative ion curve. Equation 37, and the potential 

energy curve for the neutral molecule above the zero-point energy 

level of the neutral molecule. Solving for this intersection, one 

obtains

(40)

A representative set of potential energy curves calculated from 

Equations 22, 34, and 37 are shov/n in Figure 15 for Mechanism III(b).

The activation energies calculated in Equations 39 and 40 are 

defined in relationship to the crossing points of the potential 

energy curves. The actual (measured) activation energy is an 

average quantity and is larger than that calculated from either 

Equation 39 or 40. If one assumes the Boltzmann distribution to 

represent the distribution of activation energies near the crossing 

point of the potential energy curves and the harmonic oscillator
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FIGURE 14

POTENTIAL ENERGY CURVES FOR MECHANISM III(a)
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FIGURE 15

POTENTIAL ENERGY CURVES FOR MECHANISM II1(b)
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distribution function for the internuclear separation of either the 

neutral molecule or negative molecular ion, the actual activation energy, 

E*,  can be approximated, by

1/2
- /E*[(£)  Z,nnl[H(5)]2 e-E2e-E*/ RT dE»]
E*  = —I--------—---------------------------------- -------- (41)

,a V2

! Eh(6)]2 e-52 e-WRT dE*
2nn!

E*  can be calculated only when the vibrational spacing of the neutral 

molecule or negative molecular ion is known.

2 5Consideration should be given to the "non-crossing" rule in 

regards to the two negative ion potential energy curves of Mechanism III. 

If the two negative ion curves are of the same symmetry, they will 

not cross as shown in Figures 14 and 15 but will split. This fact 

will not be taken in to account since the symmetries of the two curves 

are not known. If the "non-crossing" rule is operative. Figure 14 would 

now have the appearance shown in Figure 16. If the two negative ion 

curves do not cross, the relative cross section distributions calculated 

from Equation. 29 would not be affected since in most cases the energy 

difference between the two curves is quite large near the equilibrium 

internuclear distance for the neutral molecule. The splitting of 

the two curves at this point would be negligible. The calculation of 

the activation energy for Mechanism 111(b) would not be affected for the 

same reason. However, the calculation of the activation energy for 

Mechanism III(a) would be affected since the energy difference between
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FIGURE 16

POTENTIAL ENERGY CURVES FOR MECHANISM III(a) WITH

II -CROSSING" RULE APPLIED
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the two negative ion curves is quite small near their crossing point 

and the splitting would be large. This would lead to activation energies 

calculated from Equation 39 being larger than they would be if the 

splitting of the two negative ion curves was taken into account. The 

effect on the activation energy can be seen by comparing Figure 14 

with Figure 16.



VI. DISCUSSION



DISCUSSION ■

A. Thermal Electron Attachment to the Organic Acetates - Mechanism IV 

The fourth mechanism for thermal electron attachment to molecules

is important since the activation energy (E*)  for dissociative 

electron attachment is a direct measure of the difference in bond 

dissociation energy (Dpg) and the electron affinity of the radical 

(EA^). If the compound being studied is sufficiently volatile, the 

activation energy can generally be determined v.'ith a standard error of 

±0.2 - 0.4 kcal/mole. Therefore, if one knows the bond dissociation 

energy rather precisely, thermal electron attachment studies utilizing 

the pulse sampling technique would permit a precise determination of 

the electron affinity of the radical. On the other hand, if the 

electron affinity of the radical was previously known, the bond dissoc-

17iation energy could be determined. In another paper • a technique 

for the determination of bond dissociation energies of some aliphatic 

halides is presented. However, that technique involves an empirical 

linear relationship between E*  and (D^g - EAg), where B refers to 

the halide, which is necessarily an indirect method.

Of the existing experimental methods for the determination of 

the electron affinity for a radical, probably the two most important 

are the electron impact and the magnetron methods. The magnetron 

26method was first developed by Sutton and Mayer and refined more 

27recently by Page . The precision of the electron impact method is 

generally oh the order of ±2 - 5 kcal/mole. The magnetron method is 
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generally more precise than the electron impact method; however, 

interpretation of the results is often complicated by a complex 

mechanism which must be established and hence is always subject to 

error. If the correct mechanism is selected, then the magnetron 

method can give excellent results. The technique proposed in this 

study should yield results which are both simple to interpret and 

have the desired precision.

Three compounds leading to the electron affinity of the acetate 

radical were investigated by thermal electron attachment utilizing 

the pulse sampling technique. This radical was selected since a 
DO 

rather reliable estimate of the electron affinity has been established .

The compounds acetic anhydride, benzyl acetate, and ethyl acetate 

were run in this study and the temperature dependence results are 

shown in Figure 1. The data for acetic anhydride at higher tempera- 

3/2tures define a linear In KT versus 1/T plot with a negative slope 

corresponding to the dissociative mechanism. At lower temperatures, 

there is an upward trend of the data away from the negative slope. 

This deviation in slope will be discussed more thoroughly later. 

The data for benzyl and ethyl acetates likewise show a negative 

slope at higher temperatures; however, the departure at lower tempera

tures leads to a positive slope in both cases. This is in agreement 

with the temperature dependence expected for Mechanism IV.

Since only the acetate radical has a sufficiently large electron 

affinity relative to the bond dissociation energy in these compounds.
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only a single negative ion potnetial energy curve is expected in 

the vicinity of the ground state of the neutral molecule. This 

electron attachment phenomena involving a single negative ion 

potential energy curve has been classified as Mechanism IV.

The two regions of temperature dependence shown in Figure 1 are 

important in distinguishing this mechanism from Mechanism II. In 

Mechanism II the activation energy for electron attachment, E^, is 

greater than AE = (D^g - EAg) and dissociation should occur almost 

immediately upon electron attachment to the vibrationally active 

molecule. For Mechanism II only a single negative slope should 

be observed.for the temperature dependence. In Mechanism IV, E| < aE 

and the intermediate negative molecular ion should form prior to 

dissociation.

As stated previously, according to Mechanism IV, E*  = (D^g - EA^). 

Hence with an experimental E*  and knowledge of the bond dissociation 

energy, the electron affinity of the acetate radical can be calculated. 

These results are shown in Table VII. The -(negative slope x R) was

2 5 determined by a least-squares adjustment ’ for acetic anhydride and 

benzyl acetate, and E*  corresponds to the activation energy for no
5 

pre-exponential temperature term , i.e., the energy of activation 

from a In K versus 1/T graph. The data for ethyl acetate does not 

define the negative slope well and the line in Figure 1 was drawn 

with an assumed intercept of 32. In general, the intercepts for 

the dissociative mechanism fall in the region of 32 - 36. A



TABLE VII

EVALUATION OF ELECTRON AFFINITY OF ACETATE RADICAL

Compound Intercept -(Negative 
slope x R), 
kcal

Molecular

EA, ev

E*

kcal

E*  
298°, 

kcal

DAB,298° 

kcal

FA 
CH3C02

298° ev

FA tMCH3C02 ■

0° ev

(1)

Acetic 
Anhydride

(2)

34.86±.14

(3)

7.82

(4) (5)

6.56

(6)

6.93*.12

(7)
(81.5±2.3)b
(85.4*2.3)5
(91.8±2.2)d

O O C
T) 

r— 
r— O

 

+1 
+1 

+1 
CO

 
O

 C
O

csl 'd- <£) 
CO CO C

O
(9)

3.20*.10
3.36*.10
3.64*.09

Benzyl
Acetate

33.76±.49 10.27 0.168*.004 8.94 9.38*.44 (81.6*3.6) e 3.13*.16 3.10*.16

Ethyl
Acetate

32.00±2.00 11.25 0.159*.004 9.79 10.34*2.74** (82.0*4.0)^
87.6*2.0  9

3.11*.21
3.35*.14

3.07*.21
3.31*.14

weighted average = 3.36*.16

**
Error estimated



FOOTNOTES FOR TABLE VII 

aBond'diss. E. in parentheses were calculated by: D^n = AH$(A,g) + AH^(B,g) - AH2(AB,g). AH° of all 
radicals except acetyl were obtained from C. T. Mortimer,T"Reaction Heats and Bond Strengths," 
Addison-Wesley Pub. Co., Reading, Massachusetts, 1962, Chap. 7; aH£ Acetyl Radical from R. I. Reed 
and J. C. D. Brand, Trans. Faraday. Soc., 54, 478-82 (1958).

^AH^(AB,g) from Hcomk , HvaD in "Handbook of Chemistry and Physics," Chemical Rubber Publishing Co., 
Cleveland, Ohio, 1962.

cAHf(AB,g) from Hcom|D from reference b and HvaD from John Perry, ed., "Chemical Engineer's Handbook," 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, 1963, Sec. 3.

^AH^ABjg) from reference-c.

eAHf(AB,g) from Npy, Mario Fiorani, Giorgio Barbieri, and Luigi Riccoboni, Ricerca Sci., 28_, 11-30 (1958). 
HVap from V. V. Serpinski, S. A. Vortkevich, N. Yu. Lyuboshits, Zhur. Fiz. Khim., 28, 810-13 (54).

'AHf(AB,g) from reference c.

calculated from appearance potential and ionization potential. IP from F. A. Elder, C. Giese, 
M. G. Inghram, and B. Steiner, ASTM Committee E-14 on Mass Spectrometry, 9th Annual Meeting, 
Chicago, Illinois, June 4-9, 1961. AP from Reference
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relatively large error in the slope has been assigned to the E*  for 

ethyl acetate v/hich is to account for the error in the assumed 

intercept. The correction of E*  to 298°K is given in column six and 

was made with ACy = 3/2 R. This ACy was derived assuming ideal gas 

behavior, complete activation of the rotational modes, cancellation 

of the vibrational contributions of the molecule with those in the 

radical and negative ion products and neglect of the vibrational 

mode leading to dissociation. The bond dissociation energies are 

given in column seven of Table VII. In some cases, values from 

more than one source are given when it is uncertain which value is 

to be preferred. The difference of columns six and seven leads to 

the electron affinity of the acetate radical at 298°K and is given 

in column eight. Finally, the electron affinities corrected to 0°K 

are given in column nine using ACy = 3/2 R for the difference in 

translational and rotational contributions to the heat capacities. 

One should note that the electron affinity for the acetate radical 

obtained from the various compounds are consistent within the 

experimental error. Furthermore, the weighted average of these 

values is 3.36 ± .16 ev which aggrees favorably with the electron

28 impact value of 3.3 ev obtained by Tsuda and Hamill. This agree

ment clearly shows that E*  is equal to the change in internal energy 

for the process, (D^B - EA^), and gives strong support for the 

proposed mechanism for dissociative electron attachment (IV).
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The molecular electron affinity estimates for benzyl acetate 

and ethyl acetate are also given in column four of Table VII. They 

were obtained from the limited amount of data in the region suggestive 

of a positive slope. A least squares adjustment using the common 

intercept discussed earlier was carried out. The molecular 

electron affinity values themselves are not of any specific signifi

cance in regards to the proposed mechanism (IV). However, the fact 

that the data definitely suggests the formation of a stable negative 

ion at lower temperatures adds further support to Mechanism IV. With 

the data for acetic anhydride it is difficult to establish a reliable 

estimate of the molecular electron affinity.

The data for acetic anhydride in Figure 1 does not appear to agree 

with Mechanism IV since a definite positive slope does not exist. 

However, upon closer examination of Equation 15, the data are 

consistent with the mechanism. In the previous discussion concerning 

the temperature dependence for Mechanism IV, three approximations

3/2 were made which resulted in distinct 1 inear regions in the In KT ' 

versus 1/T plot. However, under certain conditions these regions 

are not so distinct. A family of curves was generated using Equation 

15 in conjunction with the empirical negative ion potnetial energy 

function, Equation 23. The electron affinity of the acetate radical 

was held constant and k varied to give molecular electron affinities 

ranging from 0-12 kcal. The activation energies E^, E*-| , and E^ 

(Figure 13) for each of these molecular electron affinities were then 
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evaluated from the negative molecular ion potential energy curve 

relative to the neutral molecule. The family of curves is shown 

in Figure 17. It should be noted that three distinct linear regions 

are observed only when the molecular electron affinity is large 

and E^' is small. However, as k decreases and the molecular electron 

affinity correspondingly decreases, E| becomes larger and the region 

of the positive slope becomes smaller. Figure 18 shows the potential 

3/2 energy curves corresponding to several In KT versus 1/T plots in 

Figure 17. Note the change in E| as the molecular electron affinity, 

and thus k, increases. Furthermore, the positive slope cannot 

always be used to calculate the molecular electron affinity, e.g., 

EA = 6 kcal in Figure 17 for curve 4. Eventually at lower k values, 

E| exceeds E^ and the process converts from Mechanism IV to Mechanism II. 

For the curves intermediate to these mechanisms in Figure 17, the 

intercept is lower than that drawn for curves 1 - 3 since k_^ and k2 

both contribute to the denominator in Equation 14. Again it should be 

emphasized that Equation 15 should be used to rigorously represent 

the electron capture coefficient as a function of temperature. The 

approximate" expressions which can be derived from this general 

equation may be useful in evaluating .the molecular parameters; however, 

caution should be exercised. The approximate expressions are useful 

for a qualitative assignment of the mechanism. The curve for 

EA = 4.4 kcal in Figure 17 fits the experimental data for acetic
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FIGURE 17

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE FOR MECHANISM IV
* 

E = 6.56 kcal

Plot Number E^> kcal EA, kcal k

1 .43 12 .47

2 1.54 10 .44

3 2.87 8 .42

4 4.40 6 .39

5 5.76 4.4 .36

6 6.13 4 .35

7 7.07 3 .34

■ 8 8.06 2 .32

9 9.12 1 .30

10 10.66 0 .28

0 Represents experimental data for acetic anhydride displaced down

the In KT^ scale by .15 units.



3^
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FIGURE 18

POTENTIAL ENERGY CURVES FOR MECHANISM IV WITH k VARIED 

3/21,3,6, snd 10 corresponds to the In KT * versus 1/T graphs of the same 

number in Figure 17.

( 1) k = .47, Mechanism IV

(3) k = .42, Mechanism IV

(6) k - .35, Mechanism IV

(10) k = .28, Mechanism II
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3/2 anhydride quite well if it was displaced along the In KT ' axis by

.15 units. This could be accomplished by the adjustmnet of A
1

in

Equation 15. In Figure 17, the experimental data for acetic

3/2anhydride were displaced .15 units along the In KT ' axis instead.

Two substituted acetates were also investigated: ethyl trichloro

acetate and ethyl tri fluoroacetate. The activation energies for 

dissociation were determined to be .76 kcal and 6.85 kcal, respectively. 

For ethyl tri chloroacetate, the dissociative process is probably by 

Mechanism II where the bond that is broken is a carbon-chlorine bond.

The bond dissociation energies for carbon tetrachloride and chloroform 

29 29are 67.9 ± 3 and 71.4 ± 2 kcal, respectively. One would expect 

the carbon-chlorine bond in ethyl tri chloroacetate to be near these 

values. The electron affinities for the chlorine atom and the acetate 

radical are on the same order of magnitude. Since the C-0 bond in 

ethyl tri chloroacetate probably has a bond dissociation energy nearly 

the same value it has in ethyl acetate, 87.6 kcal, the bond that 

would be broken in the electron attachment process would be the 

carbon-chlorine bond. Ethyl tri chloroacetate appears to fit Equation 32 

for the aliphatic halides and has been assigned to Mechanism II.

The data for ethyl tri fluoroacetate in Figure 1 shows two tempera

ture dependent regions, thus establishing the formation of a negative 

molecular ion intermediate prior to dissociation. On this basis, 

ethyl tri fluoroacetate could be assigned to Mechanism Ill-a or IV. 

The electron affinities of the fluorine atom and the acetate radical
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are on the same order of magnitude. Since the bond dissociation 

energies for the carbon-fluorine bond in carbon tetrafluoride and 

29 29fluoroform are 121 ± 4 and 108 ± 5 kca., respectively, compared 

to the carbon-oxygen bond in ethyl acetate of 87.6 kcal. Mechanism 

Ill-a can be eliminated. This assigns ethyl tri fluoroacetate to
0 

Mechanism IV. Assuming the bond dissociation energy for(CF3CO-C2H5) 

to be the same as (CH^do-C^Hg), 87.6 kcal, the electron affinity for 

the tri fluoroacetate radical would be 3.50 ± .13 ev.

B. Thermal Electron Attachment to the Aromatic Halogen Derivatives 

The aromatic halogen derivatives have previously been assumed 

to follow dissociative electron attachment according to Mechanism 

5 12Ill-a ’ . Assignment to Mechanism Ill-a was based primarily on 

the fact that the activation energies for dissociative electron 

attachment for the aromatic halogen derivatives were lower than 

that for the aliphatic halides (Mechanism II) for the same change 

in internal energy, (DAB-EAg). The results of this study showed 

that only the chloro derivatives followed Mechanism Ill-a and that 

the bromo derivatives followed Mechanism Ill-b. This will be 

discussed in more detail later. The bromo derivatives have been 

classified under a special case of III instead of Mechanism II for 

three reasons: (1) the activation energies for dissociative electron 

attachment to the bromo aromatic derivatives were lower than those 

for the aliphatic bromides for the same change in internal energy,^ 
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(2) two negative ion potential energy curves are involved as in the 

case of Mechanism Hl-a, and (3) an intermediate negative molecular 

ion forming prior to dissociation has been confirmed for both bromo 

and chloro aromatic derivatives by the electron beam experiment 

discussed earlier. However, the expected temperature dependence for 

Mechanism Ill-b is the same as that for Mechanism II (Figure 8).

The experimental data for 3'- and 4'-chloroacetophenone is 

Figure 2 show a unique temperature dependence involving three 

different phenomena. This has been discussed earlier in relation 

to the temperature dependence expected for Mechanism Ill-a. The 

existence of the positive slope at intermediate temperatures definitely 

establishes the thermal electron attachment mechanism as Ill-a. These 

two compounds are the only ones that have been investigated which 

have shown all three temperature dependent regions discussed earlier. 

These regions correspond to K acquiring the expressions given in 

Equations 17, 18, and 21.

Since the experimental, data for 31- and 4'-chloroacetophenone 

show either very short or non-existent linear regions, the least

squares adjustment may not be very reliable. Equation 15 was 

3/2 programmed in Fortran IV and In KT values were calculated to fit 

the experimental data. The calculated curves are shown by the 

solid lines through the experimental data in Figure 2. The para

meters used in calculating these curves are compared to the least

squares parameters in Table VIII.
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TABLE VIII

LEAST SQUARES PARAMETERS VERSUS ADJUSTED PARAMETERS FOR

3'- AND 4'- CHLOROACETOPHENONE

Compound
Adjusted9
Intercept

Least- 
Squares 
Intercept

Adjusted9
EA,kcal

Least-
Squares

EA,kcal

Adjusted3 
E*,kcal

Least-
Squares
E*,kcal

3'-Chloro-- 35.80 35.46+.61 — — 4.60 4.00±.60
aceto
phenonea 6 * 14.30 14.79±.llb 13.50 13.45±.13b —

aAdjlisted by Equation 15.

bCommon intercept least squares used.

Equation 15 used with intercept and slope of 32.28 and 0.0, respectively, 
for low temperature region shown in Figure 2.

^Equation 15 used with intercept and slope of 32.05 and 0.0, respectively, 

for low temperature region shown in Figure 2.

4'-Chloro
aceto- , 
phenoned 36.00 37.94±.66

14.30 14.80±.llb

4.80 6.57±.66

13.00 13.07±.12b
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The experimental data for 1-chloronapthalene in Figure 3 show 

two slopes corresponding to the dissociative, Equation 21, and non- 

dissociative. Equation 17, regions discussed earlier for Mechanism 

Ill-a. Although the low temperature region. Equation 18, was not 

observed, the positive slope in Figure 3 definitely establishes 

the mechanism as.III-a.

The experimental data for chlorobenzene and o-chlorotoluene in 

Figure 2 show a change in slope at low temperatures; however, this 

change in slope does not arise from a limiting case of Equation 14. 

This type of behavior has also been reported for several aliphatic 

17 3/2halides and always occurs when In KT * is 18 - 19. Several possible 

explanations for this behavior have been reported.^

of Dissociative Electron Attachment to the Aromatic Halogen Derivatives 

Representative potential energy curves and the various energy 

relationships for dissociative electron attachment by Mechanism III 

are shown in Figures 14 and 15. If the-dissociation process is 

assumed to affect only the carbon-halogen bond, the potential energy

For all the other halogen derivatives studied, only a negative 

3/2slope in the In KT versus 1/T plots was observed. The classifi

cation of these compounds to either Mechanism Hl-a or b will be 

3/2discussed later. When a positive slope in the In KT versus 1/T 

plot is not observed. Mechanism Ill-a and Ill-b cannot be differentiated 

by thermal electron attachment studies alone.

C. Correlation of Thermal Electron Attachment and Electron Beam Studies 
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curves can be represented in two dimensions by Equations 22, 34, and 

37, where B now refers to the halogen atom and A refers to the 

remaining aromatic portion of the molecule. This will allow some 

quantitative comparison to be made between electron beam and 

thermal electron attachment studies. This two dimensional approxi

mation is not strictly correct since the benzene negative molecular 

30 ion is distorted from its neutral configuration and this distortion 

would also be expected to occur in the substituted benzenes. The 

°30 amplitude of this distortion has been determined to be only 0.25 A . 

The significance of the two negative ion potential energy curves has 

been discussed earlier. The necessary equations to calculate the 

potential energy curves, the relative cross section distributions, 

and the activation energies were also given earlier.

When the vertical energies of maximum cross section measured 

by electron beam studies were not known, was calculated from the 

molecular electron affinities by Equation 38. For all cases, kg for 

the dissociative negative ion curve, Equation 34, was calculated 

from Equation 33. The relative capture.cross section distributions 

were calculated from Equation 29. The activation energies for 

dissociative thermal electron attachment were calculated from Equation 

39 or 40, depending on whether the dissociative process follows 

Mechanism Ill-a or Ill-b. Table IX given the parameters used in 

making the above calculations. All the bond dissociation energies 

refer to a carbon-halogen bond. EAg refers to the electron affinity
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PARAMETERS USED TO CALCULATE POTENTIAL ENERGY CURVES AND RELATIVE CROSS SECTION DISTRIBUTIONS

FOR THE AROMATIC HALOGEN DERIVATIVES

Compound dab

kcal/
mole

D° 9 
^AB 

kcal/ 
mole

6, 
°-lA 1

r a 
ro’

o

A

eaa 
kcal/ 

mol e

EAB,b

kcal/ 
mole

kA ■ kB
C

M
** 

1

d oc

Chlorobenzene 87.c 88. 1.455 1.70 50.9d 83.16 .587 .097 214.

o-Dichloroben- 
zene

87.e 88. 1.455 1.70 55.0e 83.16 .630 .097 214.

o-Chlorotoluene 87.e 88. 1.455 1.70 50.96 83.16 .555 .097 214.

3'-Chloroaceto
phenone

87.e 88. 1.455 1.70 60.0e 83.16 .678 .097 214.

41-Chloroaceto- 
phenone

87.e 88. 1.455 1.70 60.0e 83.16 .674 .097 214.

1 -Chloronaphtha
lene

87.e 88. 1.455 1.70 45. e 83.16 .742 .097 214.

Bromobenzene 70.9f 71.8 1.486 1.86 50.9d 77.55 .497 .150 211.

o-Bromotoluene 70.9e 71.8 1.486 1.86 50.9e 77.55 .479 .150 211.

1-Bromonaphtha
lene

70.9f 71.8 1.486 1.86 45. e 77.55 .645 .150 211.

lodobenzene 57. f 57.7 1.426 2.05 50.9d 70.63 — .232 194.

ro



FOOTNOTES TO TABLE IX 

aTables of Interatomic Distances and Configuration in Molecules and Ions, Special Publication 18, 
The Chemical Society, London, 1965.

^R. S. Berry and C. W. Riesmann, J. Chem. Phys., 38, 1540 (1963).

CS. W. Benson, Foundations of Chemical Kinetics, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1960.

^A. F. Gaines and F. M. Page, Trans. Faraday Soc., 59, 1266 (1963).

Estimated (see text).

^M. Szwarc and D. Williams, J. Chem. Phys., 20, 1170 (1952).

^Stretching frequencies for C-Cl, C-Br, and C-I were used as 700, 600, 500 cm""* , respectively.

^Force constants for C-Br, C-Cl, and C-I from E. A. Molelywn-Hughes, Physical Chemistry, Perqamon 

Press, Oxford, 1964. --------------------------

kD co
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of the halogen atom and EA^ refers to the electron affinity of the 

aromatic radical. Table X compares the activation energies calculated 

from Equation 39 or 40 with the experimental values. Table X also 

includes calculated molecular electron affinities and vertical 

energies of maximum cross section. E*  could only be calculated for 

Mechanism Ill-b.

Since the two cases for Mechanism III could not be distinguished 

3/2 unless a positive slope was observed in the In KT ' versus 1/T 

plot, classification of the aromatic halogen derivatives was made 

by use of the calculated potential energy curves when necessary.

CHLOROBENZENE: The vertical energy of maximum cross section for 

dissociative electron attachment to chlorobenzene is .86 ev.^ 

and kg were calculated to be .587 and .097, respectively. The potential 

energy curves are shown in Figure 19. From these potential energy 

curves, chlorobenzene has been assigned to Mechanism Ill-a. The 

activation energy calculated from Equation 39 was 9.76 kcal which 

compares favorably to the experimental value of 9.25 ± .28 kcal. E*  

was not calculated from equation 41 for. chlorobenzene since the 

vibrational spacing for the negative molecular ion was not known.

Assuming \>q to be zero, the molecular electron affinity calculated 

from Equation 38 was -6.83 kcal.

The distribution of relative cross sections as a function of electron 

energy calculated from Equation 29 is compared with the experimental 

distribution in Figure 19. The fit of the two distributions is quite
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TABLE X

CALCULATED ACTIVATION ENERGIES, VERTICAL ELECTRON ENERGIES, AND 

MOLECULAR ELECTRON AFFINITIES1"

COMPOUND . £* C

kcal/mole 1
^v,max 

kcal/mole

EA tMAB, 
kcal/mole

Chlorobenzene 9.76 (9.25±.66) **(19.82)b -6.83

o-Chlorotoluene 11.10 (10.26±1.19) **(25.36)b -10.00

o-Dichlorobenzene 7.46 (6.91±.29)a **( 8.30)b 2.16

3'-Chloroacetophenone 5.84 (4.60) — — — . **(13.45*.13)

4'-Chloroacetophenone 5.52 (4.80) — — — . **(13.07*.12)

1-Chloronapthalene 8.04 (9.87±.29)a — **(6.39*.08)

Bromobenzene 5.53 (S.gP.SB)8 **(19.36)b - 2.27

o-Bromotoluene 6.44 (6.31±.34) . **(21.90)b - 3.49

1-Bromonaphthalene .10 (1.74*. 43)a 5.00 ---

lodobenzene 1.20 (1.55*.32) a 17.27

cThe E* values are larger than the E* values, generally around 1 kcal. 
Since E* could not be calculated for all the derivatives, only the 
E* values are compared to the experimental values. The E* values 

. for the chloro derivatives may be smaller than calculated due to 
the "non-crossing" rule (see text).

^Calculated from Equation 38 assuming Vq to be zero.

adjusted to experimental values.

^Experimental values are in parentheses.

aR. Tung, M.S. Thesis, University of Houston, 1965.

^L. G. Christophorou, R. N. Compton, G. S. Hurst, and P. W. Reinhardt, 

J. Chem. Phys., 45, 536 (1966). c
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FIGURE 19

POTENTIAL ENERGY CURVES FOR THERMAL ELECTRON ATTACHMENT, 

TO CHLOROBENZENE (-- ) AND o-CHLOROTOLUENE (------- )

Potential energy curves given by Ar- + Cl• + e~ and Ar- + Cl" are 

common to both derivatives. Ar = C^H^ and CHg C^H^ for chlorobenzene 

and o-chlorotoluene, respectively.

0 represents experimental points for relative cross section (arbitary 

units) distribution as a function of electron energy.
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good at low electron energies, but deviates at higher electron 

energies. This deviation partly arises from the fact that the 

negative ion potential energy function does not approach infinity 

as r approaches zero.

The results of the comparison between thermal electron attachment 

and electron beam measurements for dissociative electron attachment 

to chlorobenzene appear to be quite good. This represents the best 

case of comparison for the aromatic chloro derivatives since all 

the necessary parameters were known: bond dissociation energy 
?1 ?? 

(87 kcal), electron affinity for the chlorine atom (83.16 kcal), 

33 and the electron affinity for the phenyl radical (50.9 kcal). In 

the other chloro derivatives, an estimate for at least one of these 

parameters was necessary.

o-CHLOROTOLUENE, o-DICHLOROBENZENE: The vertical energies of 

maximum cross section obtained by the swarm-beam technique^ were 

1.1 and .36 ev, respectively. In both cases, the vertical energies 

of maximum cross section were used to calculate k^. k^ was calculated 

to be .630 and .555 for o-dichlorobenzene and o-chlorotoluene, 

respectively. The potential energy curves are shown in Figures 19 

and 20 for o-chlorotoluene and o-dich.lorobenzene, respectively. From 

these potential energy curves, both derivatives have been assigned to 

Mechanism Ill-a. The activation energies for o-dichlorobenzene and 

o-chlorotoluene calculated from Equation 39 were 7.46 and 11.10 kcal, 

respectively, compared to the experimental values of 6.91 ± .29 and 

10.26 ± .63 kcal.
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FIGURE 20

POTENTIAL ENERGY CURVES FOR THERMAL ELECTRON ATTACHMENT

TO o-DICHLOROBENZENE

Ar = CIC.H,, 6 4

0 represents experimental points for relative cross section distribu

tion as a function of electron energy.
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For both derivatives, the bond dissociation energies were 

assumed to be the same as that for chlorobenzene. Support for using 

the same bond dissociation energy has been presented in an earlier 
5 

publication, where the bond dissociation energy for bromobenzene 

was compared to the bond dissociation energies for some substituted 

bromobenzenes. The electron affinity for the tolyl radical was taken 

to be the same as the value for the phenyl radical, 50.9 kcal. The 

electron affinity for the chlorophenyl radical was determined by 

adjusting the value to give an activation energy reasonable to 

the experimental value. The value used was 55 kcal. It has been 

reported that substitution in the phenyl nucleus makes little difference 

to the electron affinity of the radical, 2,5-dichlorophenyl, 

benzoquinonyl, and napthyl radicals all having electron affinities 

34 similar to that for phenyl.

The experimental and calculated relative cross section distribu

tions for o-chlorotoluene and o-dichlorobenzene are shown in Figures 

19 and 20, respectively. The calculated cross section distribution 

for o-dichlorobenzene predicts the onset of dissociation to occur 

at a higher’electron energy than is observed by electron beam studies. 

The shapes of the calculated cross sections agree favorably with the 

experimental results.

3'- and 4'-CHLOROACETOPHENONE, 1-CHLORONAPTHALENE: Swarm-beam 

data were not available for these derivatives, but both the activation 

energies for dissociation and the molecular electron affinities have 

been determined, k^ in each case was calculated from Equation 38. 

The potential energy curves are shown in Figure 21 for 3'-chloroaceto-
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FIGURE 21

POTENTIAL ENERGY CURVES FOR THERMAL ELECTRON ATTACHMENT

TO 3‘-CHLOROACETOPHENONE (A) AND 1-CHLORONAPTHALENE (B)

Ar = CHgCOCgH^ and C-jgHy for 31-chloroacetphenone and 

1-chloronapthalene, respectively
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phenone and 1-chloronapthalene. The potential energy curves for 

4'-chloroacetophenone are not shown, but are quite similar to those 

of 3'-chloroacetophenone. From the potential energy curves, 

these derivatives were assigned to Mechanism Ill-a. This is in 

agreement with the experimental classification from thermal electron 

attachment measurements discussed earlier. The calculated activation 

energies are given in Table X.

The bond dissociation energies were assumed to be 87 kcal for 

each of these derivatives. The electron affinities for napthyl and 

CH3COC5H4 radicals were adjusted to give reasonable agreement 

between the calculated and experimental activation energies. The 

values used were 45 and 60 kcal, respectively. The napthyl radical 

has been shown to have a lower electron affinity than does the phenyl 

35 radical in solution. If this is also the case in the gas phase, 

then a value of 45 kcal for the napthyl radical does not seem 

unreasonable. No calculated capture cross sections were included 

since there were no experimental data for comparison.

BROMOBENZENE: By the swarm-beam technique, the vertical energy 

of maximum cross section was determined to be .84 ev.^ k^ and kg 

were calculated to be .497 and .150, respectively. The potential 

energy curves are shown in Figure 22. Bromobenzene has been assigned 

to Mechanism Ill-b on the basis of these curves. The activation 

energy calculated from Equation 40 was 5.53 kcal compared to the
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FIGURE 22

POTENTIAL ENERGY CURVES FOR THERMAL ELECTRON ATTACHMENT TO 

BROMOBENZENE (------- ) AND o-BROMOTOLUENE (------- )

Potential energy curves given by Ar- + Br- + e" and Ar- + Br" are 

common to both derivatives. Ar = C^H^ and CH^CgH^ for bromobenzene 

and o-bromotoluene, respectively.

6 represents experimental points for relative cross section (arbitrary 

units) distribution as a function of electron energy.
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experimental value of 5.91 ± .33 kcal. The actual activation 

energy, T*,  calculated from Equation 41 was 7.01 kcal. Assuming 

v0 AB~ be zero, the molecular electron affinity calculated from 

Equation 38 was -2.27 kcal.

The distribution of relative cross sections calculated from Equation 29 

is shown in Figure 22 along with the experimental distribution from 

swarm-beam studies.^ The fit is quite good but not as satisfactory 

as that for chlorobenzene. The deviations at higher electron energies 

are larger than those for chlorobenzene.

The comparison between thermal electron attachment and electron 

beam measurements for bromobenzene is quite good. This represents 

the best comparison for the bromo derivatives since all the necessary 

parameters were known (see Table X).

o-BROMOTOLUENE, 1-BROMONAPTHALENE: Only o-bromotoluene has 

been studied by the swarm-beam technique,^ having a vertical energy 

of maximum cross section of .95 ev. k^ was calculated from Equation 25 

and found to be .479 for o-bromotoluene. The molecular electron 

affinity for 1-bromonapthalene was estimated to be 4 kcal. This 

value is between that for napthalene (3.02 kcal) and 1-chloronapthalene 

(6.39 kcal), k^ was calculated from Equation 38 to be .645 using 

this electron affinity estimate for 1-bromonapthalene. The electron 

affinity used for the tolyl and napthyl radicals were 50.9 and 

45 kcal, respectively. The potential energy curves for o-bromotoluene 

and 1-bromonapthalene are shown in Figures 22 and 23, respectively.
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FIGURE 23

POTENTIAL ENERGY CURVES FOR THERMAL ELECTRON ATTACHMENT

TO 1-BROMONAPTHALENE

Ar = C10Hy. ■ Calculated relative cross section distribution as a 

function of electron energy also shown.
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From these curves, both derivatives have been assigned to Mechanism 

Ill-b. The activation energies calculated from Equation 40 were 

6.55 and .10 kcal for o-bromotoluene and 1-bromonapthalene, respectively 

compared to the experimental values of 6.31 ± .34 and 1.74 ± .43. The 

E*  values calculated from Equation 41 were 7.79 and 1.24 kcal.

The calculated cross section distributions for o-bromotoluene 

and 1-bromonapthalene are also shown in Figures 22 and 23, respectively. 

There was no experimental distribution available for 1-bromonapthalene.

IODOBENZENE: The electron beam data for iodobenzene show two 

peaks with maxima at 0.0 and .38 ev.^ The electron energy scale 

was not adjusted by the swarm-beam technique. lodobenzene was the 

only aromatic halogen derivative which fit the relationship given 

in Equation 32 for the aliphatic halides. This leads to the 

interpretation that iodobenzene follows Mechanism II, i.e., the 

dissociative negative ion curve is the lower in energy of the two 

negative ion curves involved in Mechanism III. kg was calculated to 

be .232 from Equation 33. This would give a calculated vertical 

energy of maximum cross section of .75 ev, which could possibly 

correspond to the second peak observed by electron beam studies.^ 

The potential energy curves and the calculated cross section distri

bution are shown in Figure 24.

The experimental difference ion current obtained by beam measure

ments^ was displaced so that the second peak maximum would correspond 

to the calculated value of .75 ev. Further interpretation will be 

needed to explain the two maxima observed by electron beam studies.
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FIGURE 24

POTENTIAL ENERGY CURVES FOR THERMAL ELECTRON ATTACHMENT

TO IODOBENZENE

Ar = CHr.0 0

0 represents experimental points for relative cross section distribu

tion as a function fo electron energy.
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GENERAL: Although in some cases the electron affinity for the 

aromatic radical was estimated, it does not appear to introduce large 

errors in the calculated activation energies. For instance, a 

variation of ±10 kcal for the electron affinity of the chlorophehyl 

radical changes the calculated activation energy for o-dichlorobenzene 

by ±2 kcal.

For. the bromo derivatives, the activation energies calculated from 

Equation 40 tend to be lower than the experimental values. As stated 

earlier, the activation energies calculated from Equations 39 and 

40 should be lower than the experimental values. However, in the 

chloro derivatives the trend is for the activation energies calculated 

from Equation 39 to be higher than the experimental values. If the 

"non-crossing" rule applies, the calculated values for the chloro 

derivatives would be lower than those shown in Table X, while the 

calculated activation energies for the bromo derivatives would not 

be greatly affected. If the potential energy curves are assumed to 

give calculated activation energies consistently lower than the 

experimental values for both the chloro and bromo derivatives, then 

the fact that the values calculated from Equation 39 are higher could 

be evidence that the "non-crossing" rule is applicable to the two 

negative ion curves involved in Mechanism III.

Potential energy curves for o-bromofluorobenzene and m-bromo- 

benzotrifluoride were not constructed since the electron affinities 
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nor the vertical energies of maximum cross section have been deter

mined. Hov/ever, the results in Figure 3 appear to be consistent with 

Mechanism Ill-b.

D. Thermal Electron Attachment Studies to Some Carbonyl and Nitro 

Derivatives

During the course of this study, thermal electron attachment to 

four carbonyl derivatives was investigated. The results of these 

studies are shown in Figure 4. Biacetyl and 1-acetonapthone show 

the proper temperature dependence for Mechanism I. Bi acetyl shows 

a slight negative slope at low temperatures in Figure 4 corresponding 

to E^. The temperature dependencies for diacetyl benzene and pthal- 

aldehyde in Figure 4 show only a single negative slope, corresponding 

to E^ of Mechanism I. The assignment to Mechanism I was made since 

15 benzaldehyde and acetophenone followed Mechanism I. Based on the 

15 electronaffinities for benzaldehyde and acetophenone, the molecular 

electron affinities for these two compounds should be sufficiently 

large. An activation energy for nondissociative electron attachment 

has been reported for some carbonyl derivatives in which the carbonyl 

group was forced out of plane with the benzene ring due to steric 

factors.^ This does not appear to be the case here. The negative 

molecular ions for di acetyl benzene and pthalaldehyde have been 

shown to exist as cis- and trans-isomers. In the thermal electron 

attachment studies, both isomers are probably formed. Further work 

will be needed to explain the activation energies for electron attach

ment to these two compounds.
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Nitromethane was also investigated by the pulse sampling technique.

29 Since the bond dissociation energy for (CHg-NOg) is 53.6 kcal com-

37 pared to 83.0 kcal for the electron affinity of the MO2 radical ,

it would not follow Mechanism IV. The data in Figure 4 definitely 

shows a positive slope; however, the intercept for this positive slope
00 

is 8.5. The lowest observed intercept for this region has been 11.88.

Evidently this positive slope is due to an impurity on the order of

1 part per 1,000. Nitromethane has been assigned to Mechanism II, 

since E*  is greater than the change in internal energy. This is in 

agreement with what would be expected.



VII. CONCLUSIONS



CONCLUSIONS

A. Thermal Electron Attachment to Organic Acetates - Mechanism IV

In conclusion, the agreement between the activation energy for 

dissociation and the change in internal energy for the process 

strongly supports Mechanism IV which involves the formation of an 

intermediate negative molecular ion but does not follow a dissociative 

potential energy curve. The activation energy is thus the difference 

in the bond dissociation energy and the electron affinity of the 

radical (D^-EA^), permitting the evaluation of either of these two 

quantities providing the other is known. This technique of determining 

electron affinities of radicals or bond dissociation energies is 

limited however. With the present electron capture cell, the quantity 

(D^g-EA^) must be on the order of 16 kcal or less. To apply this 

technique, one must be able to exclude the possibility that the 

dissociative mechanism is II. As seen for benzyl acetate, ethyl

acetate, ethyl tri fluoroacetate, and acetic anhydride, E| was less 

than E*;  but, this may not always be the case.

B. Thermal Electron Attachment to the Aromatic Halogen Derivatives - 

Mechanism III

The correlation betv/een thermal electron attachment and electron 

beam studies of dissociative electron attachment to the aromatic 

halogen derivatives appears to be quite good. In all cases, except 

iodobenzene, where the vertical energies of maximum cross section 
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were known, the calculated activation energies were within 1 kcal of 

the experimental values. There is also good agreement between the 

calculated and experimental cross section distributions. For the 

compounds studied, it can be seen that the two methods of studying 

electron attachment processes are quite complementary and enable a 

more complete understanding of the electron attachment process.
5

In a previous publication, it was implied that all aromatic 

halogen derivatives undergoing dissociative thermal electron attach

ment did so according to Mechanism Ill-a. However, from the results 

of this study using the empirical negative ion function, the bromo 

derivatives followed Mechanism Ill-b. Case (b) of Mechanism III 

would not reveal a temperature dependence corresponding to the 

formation of a negative molecular ion as does case (a). This has
5 

been shown for 1-bromonapthalene and 1-chloronapthalene. 1-Bromo-

3/2 napthalene showed only a single negative slope in the In KT plot. 

Ideally, one should be able to differentiate Mechanism Ill-a and b 

from the type of temperature dependence observed; but, this is not 

always possible. The present electron capture cell is limited in 

temperature‘range by the flowing point of teflon at high tempera

tures and the volatility of the compound studied at low temperatures. 

Thus, it becomes necessary to distinguish the two cases of Mechanism 

III by using the empirical negative ion potential energy function.

Although the bromo and chloro derivatives studied followed 

Mechanism Ill-b and Ill-a, respectively, this should not be generalized
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to apply for all bromo and chloro derivatives. The particular case 

of Mechanism III that an aromatic halogen derivative will follow, 

depends upon the relative magnitudes of the bond dissociation 

energy, the molecular electron affinity, and the electron affinity 

for the aromatic radical.

SUMMARY STATEMENT

The work concerning Mechanism IV and the organic acetates has 

39been accepted for publication. Portions of the work concerning 

the aromatic halogen derivatives and the temperature dependencies 

40 for the various mechanisms will appear in a review article.
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VIII. APPENDIX



APPENDIX A

CALCULATION OF InKT3/2 FROM THERMAL ELECTRON ATTACHMENT DATA

The responses of the electron capture cell and the analog computer

are given below.

Detector Response 
b-Ee-J

Analog Computer 
Response

[ _b-Le_L dt
J Le-]

The electron capture cell response is studied as a function of 

temperature. The following measurements are made on each electron 

capture peak:

1. B = b (see figure above) - referred to as span

2. H = h (see figure above) - converted areas in arbitrary units
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3. T = temperature of the electron capture cell, °K

4. S = sample size injected, pl

The other data needed are:

M = concentration of compound in grams/ml

MW = molecular weight of compound

AF = area factor for converting the analog computer response from 

arbitrary units to inches

TO = room temperature, °K

BO = b or span when no gas chromatographic column is connected 

to the electron capture cell and the cell is at room tempera

ture, arbitrary units

FR = flow rate of argon-ten percent methane through the electron 

capture cell, ml/min

CS = chart speed of recorder, in./min

N = number of data points

A typical example of the measurements made are given in Table I 

of Appendix A. The data was then used in computer'program I to

-3/2calculate In Ki and 1/T. K in the program is the electron capture

3/2coefficient and RT is 1/T. LN in the program is In KT ' . A plot of 

3/2In KT ' versus 1/T was then made (see Figure 3).



TABLE I

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

o-Dichlorobenzene N = 15
-4 -?M = 1.305 x 10 4 gm/ml, MW = 147.01, AF = 4.03 x 10 d in/mm,

CS = .5 in/min, FR = 150 ml/min, BO = 200 mm, TO = 300°K

", °K S, ul B, mm H, mm

480 2 143 169
476 2 145 155
467 2 145 134'
459 2 145 114
444 2 145 72
439 2 145 69
428 3 145 96
419 3 145 79
410 4 145 93
401 4 145 78
389 4 146 62
372 4 ' 146 47
348 4 146 30
325 6 146 32
306 8 146 23



$ COMPILE MAD, EXECUTE

MAD""( 61 OCT" 1965 VERSION) PROGRAM LISTING . ........................

DIMENSION B(50),H(50),S(50),T(50),AREA!50),K(50),LN I 50),
1 KT(50)

INTEGER I,N
READ AND PRINT DATA
CF= FR*MW*AF/(M*TC*CS)
THROUGH CAL, FOR 1=1,1, I.G.N
AREA ( I ) = 30»H( I )/ A ( I ).
K( I )= AREA(I)»T(I)*CF/S(I )
LN(I)= ELOG.(K(I)*(T(I ) .P. 1.5))
RT(I)= 1/T(.I)
PRINT RESULTS LN(I),RT(I),K(I) 
TRANSFER TO START 
END OF PROGRAM

INPUT DATA

N=15, T0=3OO, 80 = 200,MW = 147.01,M=li3048E-4,AF = 4.0 12E-3,CS=.5,FR = 150,

T(11=480,476,467,459,444,439,428,419,410,401,389,372,348,325,306,

S( 1)=2,2,2,2,2,2,3,3,4,4,4,4,4,6,8,

H ( 1) = 169,155,134,114,72,69,96,79,93,78,62,47‘, 30,32,28,

8(1)-143,145,145,145,145,145,145,145,145,145,146,146,146,146,146*

PR
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R

AM I: 
C
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LATIO
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F lnKTJ/^ 
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D 1/T 
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PROGRAM I: CALCULATION OF lnKT3/2 AND 1/T FROM EXPERIMENTAL DATA (CONTINUED)

OUTPUT DATA

LM( 1 ) 28.627987, F< T ( 1 ) =: 2.083333E-03, i<( 1 ) — 2.577005E 0 8

LN(2) = 28.506704, RT(2) == 2.1U0840E-03, K( 2 ) - 2.31150 IE 08

L,\(3) 28.313397, RT(3) 2.141328E-03,. K ( 5 ) - 1.962'54 68 08

LM(4) = 28.108558, RT(4) := 2.178649E-03, K(4) = 1.639355E 08

LN(5) 27.565962', RT(5) = 2.252252E-03, K(5) = 1.001546E 0 8

LN(6) = 27.495089, RT(6) 2.277904E-03, K(6) = 9.490062E 0 7

LN( 7) 27.356425, RT(7) = 2.336449E-03, K ( 7 ) = 8.581815E 0 7

LN( 8) - 27.108394, RT(8) - 2.386635E-03, K ( 8 ) = 6.913616E 0 7

LN(9) = 26.929579, RT(9) = 2.439024E-03, K(9) = ' 5.972996E 0 7

LN(10) = 26.698199, RT(10) 2.493766E-03, K( 10) - 4.899643E 07

LN(11) = 26.385797, , RT(ll) = 2.570694E-03, K( 11 ) = 3.752164E 07

LN(12) = 25.997096, RT(12) 2.688172E-03, K ( 12 ) = 2.720078E 07

LN(13) •— 25.381418, RT(13) - 2.873563E-03, K ( 1 3 ) = 1.624206E 0 7

Li-a 14) = 24.869548, RT(14) = 3.076923E-03, K( 14) 1.0786558 07

LNl15) — 24.297734, RT('15) 3.267974E-03, K ( 15 ) = 6.664 84 5E 0 6
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APPENDIX B

LEAST-SQUARES ADJUSTMENT OF THE In KT3/2 VERSUS 1/T PLOTS

3/2The calculated In KT and 1/T values were then used in computer 

program II to obtain a least-squares adjustment.

A weighted least-squares fit of the data was done according to 

the procedure published earlier J An error of ten percent was assigned 

to the electron capture coefficient, K. An error of .5 degrees in 

the temperature was used. This program can also be used to do a

2 least-squares adjustment with a common intercept.

The least-squares program gives the intercept and the slope times 

R along with their errors. The errors are then modified by the external 

error. By subtracting the errors obtained from the program from 

In KT3/2 the least-squares (L.S.) In KT3y/2 values are obtained.

From the least-squares adjustment to the slope, either the electron 

affinity or a quantity related to the activation energy for dissociation 

or electron attachment is obtained by multiplying the slope by R. If 

the slope is negative, the*activation  energy for dissociation or 

electron attachment can be obtained by subtracting 3/2 RT from the 

(slope XR). T is an average of the temperatures studied. If the 

slope is positive, multiplication of the slope by R gives the electron 

affinity.

The nomenclature for computer program II is:

N = number of data points

SLOPE = initial estimate of the slope
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AOINT = inti al estimate of the intercept

AOAVE = common intercept, 14.79

SWAO = weighting factor for common intercept, 75.81

The above data and the calculated In and 1/T values comprise 

the input data. AOAVE and SWAO were determined previously. When 

a least-squares adjustment without a common intercept is done, AOAVE 

and SWAO are equal to zero.

BO = slope X R

AO = least-squares intercept

TR = 1/T

DELTA(Y) = "corrections to original In KT3/2 values

SIGYE = external errors

■ The sample program is for o-dichlorobenzene. The In KT3y/2 values 

were given in Appendix A.



c **********************X-*-N-***************#**#*-»*******«-*******#*************#
C * FBRT^AN PR8GRAM FBR A WEIGHTED LEAST SQUARES FIT OF LNKT3/2 VS. TR*10**3  *
C * ERROR IN K ASSIGNED 10% AND ERROR IN T ASSIGNED 0.5 DEGREES *
C **************** **********it*****  ■*#***********#******##*##****#**#***********  
c

DIMENSION LNKT(50)/TR(50)>NAME:5>>
1SY0(50 ) /Y(50)/F(50)PFY(50)/PFX(50)/PFA(50)»PFB(50)>CL(50)jX(50)>
2SIGY2(5O)»SIGX2(5O)>WY(5Q) ,WX(50)

REAL LNKT 
R=1.987 

50 READ(5/100>END = 60) N,NAME/SLOPE/AO I NT,AGAVE/SWAO
100 FGRMAT(I2,5A4/4F10»0)

WRITE(6/190) NAME
190 FORMAT(1H1/25X,63HWEIGHTED LEAST SQUARES CALCULATION OF LNKT3/2 VS

1, TR*10**3  FOR /5A4)
IF(A3AVE•EQ•0••AND•SWAG•EQ•0•) GO TO 120
WRITE(6/130) AOAVE

130 FORMAT(//,4OX/25HWITH A FIXED INTERCEPT AT/F6.2)
120 WRITE(6/180) SL0PE/A9INT
180 FBRMAT(///20X/56HTHE INITIAL VALUES OF THE PARAMETERS ARE! SLOPE (

1BB/R) =,F6.2/2X/20HAND INTERCEPT (AO) =/F6.2)
READ(5/110) (LNKT(I)/TR(I)/I=l/N)

110 F9RMAT(2F20.0)
dO=SL6PE*R
AO=AOINT
M = 0

205 SPFAA=0.
SPFAB=C»
SPFB6=0»
SPFAO=O.
SPFBG=Q.
SYO(M)=O.
DO 210 I=l/N
Y(I)=LNKT(I)
X(I)=TR( I )
SIGY2(I)=0 * 1 + 5•625E-07*X ( I )**2
SIGX2(I)=2•50E-07*X (I)#*4 ro 

GJ



r(I)=Y(I)-(B8/R)*X(I)-A9
PFY(I)=1.0 -
PFX( I ) =-E?B/R
PFA(I)5-1.0
PFB(I)=-X(I)/R
WY(I)=1.O/SIBY2(J)
WX(I)=1.0/SIGX2(I)
CL( I ) = PFX(I)**2/WX(I)+PFY(I )**2/WY(I )
SPFAA=SPPAA+PFA(I)**2/CL(I )
SPFA9=SPPAB+(PFA(I)*PFB(I ))/CL<I)
SPFBB=SPFBB+PFB(I)**2/CLCI )
SPFB8 = SPFB9+(PFB£ T )*F(  I ) )/CL(I)
SPFA!3 = SPFA9+(PFA( I )*F(  I) )/CL( I ) ■
SY9(M)=SY0(M)+F(I)**2/CL(I )

210 CONTINUE
SPFAA=SPFAA+SWAO
SPFAR=SPFAO-SWAO* (AOAVE-AO)
AA=?PFAA*SPFBB-SPFAB**2
DA= (SPFAO->SPFBB-SPFBO*SPFAR)/AA
DB=(SPFBO*SPFAA-SPFAe*SPFAB)/AA
.AO=AO-DA
B9=B0-DB
IN=M+1
WRITE(6^300) IN,BQ,AO

300 FORMAT!//,35X^21HAPPRBXIMATI6N NUMBER ,I2,5X,4HB0 =,F10»6,5XMHA8 
l=,F10,6)
IF(M.LT*1)  GO TO 220
AN=N-2
GO TO 22B

220 M=1
GO TO 205

225 IF((ABS(SY9(M)-SY9(M«D)).LE.(AN/100«)) GO TO 230
IF(M»GE«20) GO TO 235 ;
M = M + 1
GO TO 205

235 WRITE(6,310)
310 FORMAT!//,10X,56HLEAST SQUARES CALCULATION NOT CONVERGING SOMEBODY

1 GOOFEd)
GO TO 50

230 SA02=SPFBB/AA
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SB8S=SPFAA/AA
SA95SQRT(ABS(SAB2))
SBe=SQRT(ABS(S982))
SIGVE25SY6(M)/AN
SIGYE=SQRT(ABS(SIGYE2))
SL0PE=B6/R
SSLRP=SB6/R
WRITE(6^320)

320 reRMAT(///>30X,41HRESULTS OF LEAST SQUARES CALCULATION ARE!)
WRITEC6/330) SLOPE^SSLOP^AO/SA0

330 FeRMAT(///20X>14HSL0PE (BQ/R) F10.6,1X>2H+^/Fl0.6,10X>16HINTERCE
1PT (A0) =,F10.6HX/2H+-,F10.6)
WRITE(6#370) B9/SB6

370 FORMAT (//, 30XMHBB ®« F 10 • 6> 1X, 2H + -/ F10 • 6> 2X/ 12H ( KCAL «/M0LE ) ) 
WRITEC6/340) SIGYE2/SIQYE

340 F0RMAT(///25X/28HEXTERNAL ERR0RS SIGYE2 =/F10.6,10X/7HSIGYE =# 
IP 10.6)
WRITE(6/350)

350.F8RMAT(///>20X>1OHDELTA (Y) >20Xj11HLNKT3/2 (Y)»20Xj12HTR*10**3  (X 
D)

D8 240 1=1,N
DY = Y( I)-((B0/R)*X(I)+A8)
WRITE(6,360) DY,Y(I),X(I)

360 FORM AT (//, 20X, F10 • 6-» 20X, F10 • 6,2QX, F10 ♦ 6 )
240 C3NTINUE

G0 TO 50
60 ST9P

END

ro 
(ji
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Corrections to In Input Data

DELTA (Y)

C»13028C 

0»087814 

0-068344 

0$030136 

. -0«194351

-OtlSlOl? 

'09037857 

■0*063333  

-0*014450  

-0»01083*+

0«017471

0*138962

LNKT3/2 (Y)

28*627991
_ :__ tj c

2£- e

28+506989
- , C"? te-

'"i. ? . V- i ‘ j

28*312988  ■
__ X-.

i-R. , z **•  :>' 

28*108994  
’ "ZT-ry 71

27+565994
__ l j
2-1.1 b O

27*494995  
. i '■; ?

■2-1 . 6S 7

27*355988

27*107986

26*929993

ZL . 4 Y- Y 
26*697998

___
2 4/, 7 i> ‘7
26«385986

.Of Y 
~26""". 3 2 ‘7 

25*996994

TR*10**3  (X)

2*082999

2*101000

2*141000

2*179000

2*252000

2*278000

2*335999

2*386999

2*438999

2*492999

2*570999

2*688000
ro 
m
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PROGRAM II CONTINUED

RESULTS OF LEAST-SQUARES

WEIGHTED LEAST SQUARES CALCULATION OF LNKT3/2 VS, TR*10**'3  F'3R DICHL3R03ENZENE

THE INITIAL VALUES 9F THE PARAMETERS ARE: SLOPE (B0/R) = -9,00 AND INTERCEPT (AO) = 37.90

APPROXIMATION NUMBER 1 BO = -S,670134 A6 = 37,586380

APPROXIMATION NUMBER 2 BO = -8.669496 AO s 37,586075

APPROXIMATION NUMBER 3 BO = -8,669510 AO = 37,586090

RESULTS OF LEAST SQUARES CALCULATION AR

SLOPE (BO/R) 4,363116 +- 0.435056 INTERCEPT (AO) = 37.586090 +- 1.156555

8-669510 +- 0.983676 (KCAL./MgLE)

EXTERNAL ERRORS SIGYE2 0.116337 sigys 0.341082
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APPENDIX C

CALCULATION OF LN KT3/2 VALUES FROM EQUATION 15

The input data for Equation 15 is in the form shown above. The 

nomenclature used in the computer program is:

B = R x slope = -(E2 + E-j - E_-|)

D = R x slope = -(E-| - E_-|)

A1
E = In (4- )

kD

F = R x slope = -E_-|

1 3KD = kg = 2400 sec , determined previously

T1 = high temperature limit, °K

T2 = low temperature limit
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Ep E2 and E_-| are the activation energies defined in the text, 

v/ith the pre-exponential term, i.e., E| = E-] - 3/2 RT.

An additional quantity, In (A-j/A -j), was needed to get the input 

data in a form that could be used to make the calculations. This quan-
4 

tity has been evaluated from fundamental constants and found to be 

equal to 12.5.

The computer program calculated 1/T and In KT^^ values. A plot 

is then made of In KT3^ versus 1/T. The example included here is 

for plot 5 in Figure 5.



C EF=E1 F6RWARP
C ER=E*i  REVERSE
C AF=A1 FORWARD
C AR=Ar1 reverse
C AF/KD = TT=EXP(E) ho
C KT ISK TIMES T TB 3/2 PBWER §
C T2 IS SMALLEST TEMP K . §
C T1 IS LARGEST TEMP K g

101 FORMAT(5F12«3) „
102 F8RMAT(1H1#5X,9F123)  £*
103 FORMAT(20X#E12•5/2QXjF15e5 )

REAL LNKT/ KD, KL/ KT' K 52
1 READ(5'101> A^S/C'D'E'F/Tl'TE'KD " 8 5

WRITE(6,102) A» C/ E/ B, 0/ F' Tl# T2/ KD 55
R=le987 3 5
EF«-F 5 S
ER=D-F 5
E2=D-B § 8
X = O12.5 + ALBG(KD) 5 -
KL’EXP(X) '' 3
TT=EXP(E) 3 5
Y = Er12,5*AL0G(KD)  . 5
AR=EXP(Y) 5
Z=Ar12.5+AL0G(KD) 5
A2=EXP(Z) ' . < §
DT=l«/T2 i m
delt = i./ti • T -8

16 IFCDELT .GT. DT)G6 TO 17 5
XX=(-EF/R)*DELT  S
YY=(»E2/R)*DELT
ZZ=(-ER/R)*DELT
KT=(TT*EXP(XX))*(A2*EXP(YY)*KL)/(AR*EXP(ZZ)*A2*EXP(YY)+KL)
LNKT=ALOG(KT)
WRITE(6'103) DELT, LNKT
DELT=DELTt5.0E-C5
GO TO 16 .

17 GO TO 1
END



PROGRAM III CONTINUED

Input Data
A C E ' B D •

31.700 14.^0( 31*700  -14000.000 10940.000

F T1 T2 KD

-6000*000 700.000 200.000 2400.000

Output Data

VT Ln KT3/2

Q. 14?86F>o2 
C» 147P:6F-o2 
-0* 15286F-02 
C« 15786E-33 
0.16P8--.L-02 
0 » 16 7 8 E *'  0 2 
0.17?8.5L'^02 
0.1778S‘>02 
0.1828.'>E-02 
0.1878 -.>2-02 
0.1928 St- -02 
0« 1978,'>E-02 
0.2028-SF-02 
0.20781-2 -02 
0.212 8. -I E - 0 2 
0.217862-02 
0.22286E-Q2

22.95844
23.09389
23.29005
23.51094
23.74593
23.98373
24.21568
24.43398
24.63083
24.79819
24.92859
25«01640
25.05927
25.05876 _
25.01988 . w
24.94954
24'.85495



PROGRAM III CONTINUED Output data

1/T m kt3/2

0*  2278 SF: • 02 24*74258
0»2328 r)F> 02 24.61765
0»2378SE. o,2 24*48404
0»24?8;>E*02 24*34457
0 • 2 7 8 S E » 0 2 24*20117
0«2528-02 24*05519
C«25783E-q2 23*90747
Q»2628St.*02 23*75864
0*2678 3E-O2 23.60905
0*27285i.'02 23*45898
0*2778  3F -02 23*30859
0*2828  3F--02 23.15800
0*2878 3E-O2 23.00729
C*29?8  3F' -02 22*85648
0*2978 3E-O2 22*70560
0*3028  dC-02 22*55469
0*3078  -02 22*40375
0*31283 E•02 22*25281
0*317850*02 22*10184
0*3228 3L-O2 21.95087
0*3278  5F.-O2 21*79990
0*3328  5F.-O2 21*64893
0*3378  >F- 21*49796
0.3428 jf'-02 21*34697
0*3478 5F-O2 21*19598
0*3528  iF-‘-02 21.04501
0*3578  >1-02 20*89403
0*3628  >F>02 20*74304
0*3678  ik-02 20»59207
0*3728>2-02 20*44110
0*3778  > E. - 0 2 20*29010
0 • 3 8 2 8 '.> E H 0 2 20*13913
0*3878  > F. - 0 2 19,98814

o b) ID O
O
 o ru 19*83717

0*3978 >E"02 19.68620

GJ 
no
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APPENDIX D 

CALCULATION OF POTENTIAL ENERGY CURVES

The potential energy curves are calculated from equations 22 

and 23. A computer program for Equation 23 allows the potential 

energy curves to be calculated. To obtain the potential energy 

curve for the neutral molecule, equation 22, k is set. equal to one 

and EA^ or g is set equal to zero. The necessary parameters to do 

these calculations are given in the text. The computer program - 
o 

prints out potential energy, kcal, versus internuclear distance, A.

A sample calculation is shown for hydrogen. Figure 9. The nomen

clature used in the program is:

D = D?d, kcal/\D 
°-l . B = S , A 1

RE=r0, A

EA = .EAA or B,kcal

K = k

E = potential energy, kcal
o 

R = internuclear distance, A



PROGRAM IV: COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR POTENTIAL ENERGY CURVES

PROGRAM LANGUAGE: FORTRAN IV - H

I

c PO TF>'T I AL ENERGY FUNCTION . . . .
c

102

CALCULATION tiF ENERGY VS INTERNUCLEAR DISTANCE 
__real._ r _ . _ ....  ...................
'format (EP 12 •L7)

FORMAT ( ini 5F’1 2• 6 ) ......... ....... __

-

103 FORMAT(2JX/2E15.5)
REaD(5»101) 0> (3/ RE> EA> K _____ ___ .

R j T E ( 6» 1.) 2 ) D > E(» R E / E A > K
R = C. . ....

4 TF (R..GT ,5» ) OU TO 9
R = R + • 1

5

E = -2.* i<*;;*EXP(« d*(R-RE)  )+D*EXP(-3.*B*(R-RE)  )"F.A 
/.RITE(6HC3) R>E_________________ I."*1  L * ’
u 9 T l
G3 T;? 1 „
END



PROGRAM IV CONTINUED

D B RE EA K

1C9»W2396 -,7415C^_ -'.‘•O3DOOO 1»OOOOOO_
0« 1U G E + ■.? 3 C »5 4 715 E + 0 3

_ O»2.’ 0 0 E f 0 G___ C • 26c6'JE + 03
0 « 3 ■; 0 3 0 E + 0 0 G • 8 B 4 4 0 E + 0 2

■ Internuclear distance, O-^CSvOE* 00  -0. ici/lE-tOS potential
■ ■■ ” -O,-5C0vCEi03- --C.7C333E102- Energy>

0 5 6 vU'vGc. * 0 • 9 o 6 84 E. + 0 £ kCdl

0 i 3b3 >1 *" C • 1 C b 46 l +C1 -

0170G3CE+0Q 
0 e 8 '■; 0 0 G L + v j

-CelCo72E+03 
wC * 1.03232+03

! i 
o 

o’ 
O

 C". o 
o 

o 
6 

< =
 ) fi

-. 
+ 4 - 0 • 1018'32 + 03

” 0 • 3 2 5 8 8 E + 0 2

— 0? 1100 0 + 01
-__  . ____  .. 0 s 1 r 'j ~ 1

*• C • 3 2 1 7 8 2 + 0 2
* 0 * 71 7 2 li 2 + 0 2 .
-0»618332 + 02

3.2817 2"+ 02 
-0*4479^2+02■  
- 0 • 3 7 7 8 G E + u 2

o o
 

o o
 

c.
 <“•'

 
p}

 i’":
| 

+ 4 
]

0 • 1 -'v 0 O' 3 0. 'j 1
__  0 ? *f. 0 v E + 1

■J 5 1 ' J 0 3 + 1 
0 ?IGO . OE + D1

- 0 • 31 7 2 5 2 + 0 2 
-0,265432+02

0 »1' 3 GOE+v 1
0 i 2 C j ..j 0 e + * 11

-G»22153E+02 .
- C • 184472+0'2

। 
i

i 
]

:v
 ru

 

o 
o

4 4 
■

-C,153332 + 02
-0,1 272-.'E + 02i

r J r\.
4 

>
i t.J li! 
o o

 
< j C

‘ 

. 
C
x?. ( C

C
3 O

 
!11

-G•105492+32
- 0 • 8 7 3 5 <' 2 + 01

0 « - -5 j ■ 0 E-r 01
____ C« co jGO7 + j 1

-0,7228 BE+ 01
*■ 0 * G 9 7 7 ^2 + 011i1r 

r-1
r J4 

4 
IU

! 
.,>! 

■ 
< S rS 
CM (V 

i i

-C,4340+E+31
- C »«■ C 8 1 92 + 01

0 - < 9 00 c 4 01
..........     . u ? 3 "J • 1 0 ’•1 4 .7 1

- 3 • 3 3 7 1 0 c. + 01 t *
-0.278322+01
-0.2297j 2 + 01
- 0 • 18 95^2+01_
- C « 1 5 6 4 3 2 + 01
- 0 • 1 2C’OvE + Ol

—

1 I i 
1

! i i 
i

,O
 O

 O
 O

 1 
u)

 Ca
) u

; u
) 

C C
: O

 o
 - 

O
 O

 Cl
 C J

 - 
ci

 ci
 p

i p
; ! 

4 4 
4 4 

< 1
 L > 

< 
’ O

 ‘ 
*-

' i-'-
 >—

 
i

GO
GH



PROGRAM IV CONTINUED
Internuglear distance

A " O-3<;G . +
Potential energy, kcal

-OeOZSiDE'+OO*'  - ‘ ■’ •./'

o 
o

G
J C

O
 ;

O
 C)

<
>
 <'' o 
o

Pl
 P

i
+ + <■
’ CJ -0.724233 + 00' : ■

-0* v9729L + 00 ,/ V.
-C.4S256E + 00 ’
-C.406203*00  • / '

0 !’■ 3 9 0 ■> 0 E + 01
C' 00 E +') 1 i 

i

J
 

O O
i 

Ia
I l-J 

o o
 

'o o
 

I

-0.33 + 96E + 0C / ‘ . "‘y ■•.'•■
-0.276213 + 00 ' 'p '

c » 3 01 j 0 L + C1 
0$^^000^+01

-0.2277*5£  + 00' /'-1 ,r' ’•!
-0.18739E + 00,?i /;*  .

r- f
- 

o 
o 

C
1 o

 
ri 

ni
 

4-
 + - 0 »15 4 8 5 £ + 0 0 ■ J''.

- 0  127 633+00*

• « i X o 
o 

oc
i 

ni
 <T

; 
+ 4- ,-x

 j— -0*105273  + 03. .t.v 1 •
-0*  867933-01 ■ '

0.430333+01
0.5.: 0903 + 31

- 0 * 715 6 6 E * 01 ,
-0,590073-01 ** \

D
0»610G0E + 1

B RE
-0,466513-01 *■  • -- .

EA K
109.-+799'96 8ID O

 
--t O

 
-4- 

4 
.r- id

• o
1 

< ><> 

;O O
 

? 
1 

lea 
i

17.289993 '.0.497000
0.909733*03o o

 
,C

3+ 4 
td Id 
O O

 
O O

 
•< 

*> 
<*./

 
a»o o

!1 i

0.558563+03
0.329373*03

o 
cr

 
;v

i o 
<
_ 

o 
c?

 
pi

 r-s
 

4 4- O
 O

I 
|

i 
! 0.1814 + 3 + 03 •-

0.373533*02  • ’ “ *

_ i O
 O

; 

d 
O

. 
< .

 • i o 
o 

in
 p

i 
+ +

 
o 

o
1 1

0.287493+02
-0.666733*01

! 
! 

r) o.
T 

+uio
• O

;O C
-.

- 0•271 + 43+02
-0*380553+02

1

■ i
o 

o 

o 
o r’« d
i 

। 4
- 4- 

. 
t-*

 r-1 - 0»'+ 30033 + 02
-0.443313+02

0-13000E+91
_____________ 0.1.13000^ + 01___

0*1^  *J  L V' C, + 0 1
0 w 1 :> 0 -J U 3. 4 12 1

-0*435563+02
_- 0 • 4 16 4 5 £ * 0 2
-0.3920^3*02  ’ .. ...............
- 0 ♦ 3 660 £ + 0 2 •

0.1 (" 0 >-■ 0 E + 01
0 ? 1 7 0 ..■ 0 E + 01

-0*340623+02
-0.316963+02

o 
o 

li*. 1 C
.J
 <?

■ 
I‘. 

’ 
'

o 
o 

:>
'! '

.n
 

+ +
 

<.
j -

;j r-i -0.295533*02
-0-276723+02

01 c C 0 Cv 0 E + 01 “0.260313+02



PROGRAM IV CONTINUED
o

Internuclear distance, A Potential energy, kcal

C- 21 -0.24620"+02
0t2.G0 .'02 + 01 -0.23417E+02
0^230002+01 - 3 » 223.93£+02
0» 2 0 C 0 2 + 01 *■ 0 • 215 4 'j £ + 0 2
0 * c. *")  U 'L.11J t: > 1 ~C «2 0 E 21 £ + 02

o ro
 

+ o
i

~C.2C212->E + 02
_ . . . 0*.270.0 O' 2 +01. -0.19717E+02

0«2*0002+01 -0.1929vE+02
0 * w "v 3 -j 0 E. C' 1 -0 < 151952E + 02
Oi3G000E+Jl * 0•15664£ + 02
OsSlOC-OE+Ol -C.1S+26E+02

1 o r<
 

+ - C • 1 c 2 2 '"i E + 0 2
C • 30110 2 + 01 -0.18065E + 02
0 t 3 + 0 002 + O' 1 - 0• 17929E + U2

• 0» 3 51 u 0 0 £ + 01 "*  0 • 17^1 C. + 0 <-
0 i 3 c 0 0 0 £ + 31 -0•17726E+02
0 f 3 7 v 0 0 E + 01 -0.17642E+02
O-OOOOuE+Gl -C»175o6E+0c
0.3 0 0 O 0 E + 01 - 0 »17 5 3 5 £ + 0 2
0 » *+ ‘J I. * U 4- j_ -0.17492E+02
0» 1 j 0 0+ 01 -0»17456E+02
0 f <t20v0£ +01 -0.17427E+02
0i +3010E + 01 -0.17403E+02 ’■
0 i> + ■+ 0 0 0 E + u 1 -C*173o.3E  + 02 <•
0143(j'v0tL+vl -C.17367E+02 " "
0 * 4 c 0 0 0 E + 31 - 0 • 1 7 3 5 3 E + 0 2
0*  + 7u'...0£ + 01 -0.17342E + C2 '
0 • 4 0 j 0 £ +01 - C . 1 7 3 3 3 £ + 0 2
0-4 0 0 0 L + 3 1 - G • 1 7 S26E+ 02 ’ {O-A
0 • 5 C u 0 3 E + 01 -0.17.319E + 02 / „-.r
OtSlOCOE+'ll - 0 «1 7 31'4 E + 0 £ । J
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APPENDIX E

CALCULATION OF RELATIVE CROSS SECTION DISTRIBUTIONS

The distributions of relative cross sections as a function of electron 

energy were calculated from Equation 29. A computer program was used to 

make these calculations. The calculated relative cross sections, 

P(EV), are divided by the value of P(Ey) at (r-r0), equal to zero to 

have all the values near one or less. This is only a matter of convenience. 

The calculations only involve the first two vibrational levels for 

the molecule. The second vibrational level, n = 1, is modified by 

e-*1^) /RT, the Boltzmann factor. The contributions from the n = 1 

level are added to the n = 0 level values for the relative cross sections. 

All the necessary parameters have been described in the text.

The nomenclature of the program is:

°-l' B = 3, A 1

D = D^g, kcal 

EA = EAA or B

C = 1/2 hv kcal
o»

F =-■ RT, kcal = .592 kcal at 25°C

K = k'

0 9 
ALPHA = “, A

£V - Ev

SI2 = P(EV)

X = (r-r0)

The computer program calculates X, EV, and SI2. The relative 

cross sections are then plotted versus the electron energy (energy for 

the vertical process). Figure 9 has an example of this plot.



PROGRAM V: COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR RELATIVE CROSS SECTION DISTRIBUTIONS

PROGRAM LANGUAGE: FORTRAN IV - H.

C CALCULATION GF DISTRIBUTIONS
C C IS 1/2 HV
C Y IS HV
C KT IS REPRESENTED BY C

REAL K
200 FBRMATdHO/ 2"/H DISTRIBUTION FOR N = o LEVEL)
201 FOF^MAT (30X^3E15»5)
202 FORMATCIHO^ 2yH DISTRIBUTION FOR N=1 LEVEL)

■ 203 FORMAT(7F10«5)
204 FORMAT ( 1HH 30x^>F10.ro)

1 READ(5/203) B/D,EA^C/F^K,ALPHA
IaRITL(6/204) B,D,EA,C/F/K, alpha
WRITE(6/200)
XX=l»/(B*2f*D*(1»-K) )
X = C

10 IF(X •GT*  *25)  GO TO 15
£V= -2,*K*D»EXP(-3*X )+D*EXP (-2.*B*X)+D-EA-c
SI 2= Exp(-ALPHA*X**2)/(2e*B*D*EXP(-B*X) *(EXP(-8»X)-K)*XX)
WRITE(6/201) X/ EV/ SI2
X = X + «01
GO TO 10

15 X = 0
16 IF(X .LT  -»25) GO TO 20*

E V = -2.KDEXP(-E3X)+DLXP(-2»BX) 4,D-EA-C*******
SI 2= EXP(-ALPHA*X**2)/(2.*B*D*EXP(-B*X) *(EXP(-B*X)-K)*XX)
WRITE(6/201).X/ EV/ SI2
X=X-.O1
GO TO 16 .

CO kD



PROGRAM V CONTINUED

20 a'RITE (6/gO?)
BD= 2e*ALPHA*EXP(-2,*C/F)
X = 0

22 JF(X .GT« ,25) GO TO 25
f.V» -2«*K*D»EXP(-B*X)+D*EXP(-2t*B*X)+D-EA-3.*c
SI2= [3D*X**2*EXP(-ALPHA*X**2)/(2,*8*D*EXP(-B*X)  * (EXP(^B*X)-K)*XX)
.^ITE(6,201) EVj SI2
X=X+.O1
GO TO 22

25 X = G
26 IF(X »LT  -•25) GO TO 30*

E.V= -2.*<*D*EXP(-B*X)+D*EXP(-2,*B*X)+D-EA-3.*C
Si 2= 6D*X**2*EXp(-ALPHA*X**2)/(2,*B*D*EXP(-B*X) »(EXP(»B*X ),K)*XX  )
WRITE(6/2O1> EV/ SI2
X=X-,01
GO TO 26 ■

30 GO TO 1
END



PROGRAM V CONTINUED

Input Data

B D EA C F K ALPHA

l ,.93Q00. 109«4S000._ ..17-2599.9. . .-6«2?000 . 0»59000 0t497G0 .65139000

Output data

D I STRI Bl, nO!\ FOR N = 0 LE vLU
X EV ,SI2

O-OOuOOF. + OO 0*865572+02 0,lOOOOE+ul
------------- ---------------------------------------------- ________0 »lOOC'Or-"01 ..

0 <200002-01
0 • 244.91’E+ 02
U • <• 2 4 4 e. + 0 2

0*105292+01
Oe109492+01

G»30COCt."Gl / G.807C7E+02 0*112492+01
0 »40CCGE.*01  / U,7o979E+02 0,114162+01

—_______ 0,50CCCE-.01 / ■
0’60C0CE-G1

0.77352E+02 .
G»75o2aE+C2

0*114452+01
0,113372+01

------------------------------------------------------------ _ C ♦ 7 U G 0 Q i- **■  C1 
0,800002-01

0« 7 4 3 8 7 E + C 2 
0.73C41E+02

0*110962+01  
0,107312+01

-- ------- ------------------ ---------------- -------------_______ 0.900CCE-G1
0 • 1 GC'COE + OO 
0,1 x. G 0 0 E + 0 0

D.r 71 779E + 02 
0.7C599E+02 
0,694962 + 02

0«102562+01 
0’963762+00 
0,904442+00

0 «1 0 0 0 E + 0 0 0.684672+02 0,834712+00
Ci»130 OCE + OO v, 6 7 5 0 8 E + 0 2 0*761622+00
0,1 0 C G F. + 0 0

______  \j • 1 b 0 0 0 E + 0 0
O' 1 C 0 u L 0 0

Q » 6 6 617 E + 0 2
C.65733E+02
0 , c 5 O' 2 4 E + 0 2

.■0,687152 + 00
''0*613132  + 00
0*541162+00

j • 110 (। C i- 0 3 0« 6 4 2', 16 E + 0 2 0 • 4 72^82 + 00
0 » 1GCOE.* 03 C ♦ 6 3 6 6 4 E + 0 2 0*4  O’ 8412 + 00

------------------------------------------- -----------------

_____ __ G • 1 G 0 0 L 0 G 
0 * r. C 0 0 E ■+■ 0 0 

_____C' '210 () 01. + 0 0 
0.220C0E+00 
0'2300 CL. -• 0 3 
G« 24000000

0 • 6 3 0 6 4 E + 0 2 
0,625152+02 .
G » 6 2 01 i E + 0 2 
0,615572+02 .
0,611442+02
0,607732+02

0-349422+00 
0*296052+00  
0 « 248512 + 00 
0 r 2 0 6 7 7 2 + C> 0 
0*170652+00  
■0*  139812 + 00

3 • 230002 + 00 0 • 6 0 4 4 0 E + 0 2 0*113812+00
0 • 0 U 0 0 G E + 0 0 0 • 8 6 5 5 7 E + 0 2 0•100002+01



PROGRAM V CONTINUED

X EV SI2

-C . 1COOQF-C1 0 • 8 8 7 4 5 L + 0 2 0.938152+00 .
" U e 2 C- ( > C C' L ■ U 1 0 » 91G 61E + 0 2 0«869292 + 00
”0 • 30G('OE“01 0’935112+02 0-795532+00
’Of'+ v v <•' u E. - 01 O*S ;61C1E + O£ 0.719022+00
■*3  • 5 J C 0 C E •’ 01 Gf5o83GE+02 0*641812+00
-C ► 6 3C0CE-01 0.10173E + 03 0*565752+00
-rj,7-JC.GCE-Gl 0.10^782+03 0-492502+00
•• r>» 3 G C u E ~ 01 u • 10<j0CL + 03 0.423372+00

'j • 2 G C C- G E_ - 01 C • 1113 9 E + 0 3 0*359382+00
-O»ICGOOEf00 0. IprSGE + Oa 0.301252+00
** G f 11G 0 0 L G 0 C • 11'? 7 '3 E + 0 3 0.249342+00
"u * IE-10CCE + 00 6 * 12 2 702 + 03 0 » 2 0 3 7 g 2 + 0 0
”u«13C0uL+00 C . 1 ? 6 F; 7 (• +03 0*164452+00
* 0 • 1S C 0 G E + 0 0 0 ♦ 131 2 6 E + 0 3 0*131042+00
-U-IECGCE+OO 0 • 13bE-8E + u3 0*103102+00
- 0 • i 6 C C 0 E -t- C 0 0« 140732 + 03 0*800852-01
•“0 »1 7 G C*  u E + 0 0 0.145S4E + 03 0*614222-01
«■ 0 • 1E' G G u E + G 0 0.151202+03 0*465122-01
’•G • 1 v 0 G U E + 0 0 0 * 156832 + 03 0*3477^2-01
’-u-cGOOCEtOO 0.16274E + 03 0-256682-01
-u-EIGOCE+OO 0.16894E+03 . 0.187G6E-01
"*  0 * f- 0 C u c * 0 0 0.175452+03 0.134592-01
”*u»c  3 C 0 U E + 0 0 0.182282+03 0*956042-02
•0-2^GGCF + C-0 0.189442+03 0*670462-02
"U•SbOCGE+OO 0.196952+03 0*464192-02

' DISTRIBUTION FOR N=i LEVEL Ofoccocc+oo 0-739772+02 0 * 0 0 0 0 0 2 + 0 0
C«1GCGCE-01 0.719122+02 . 0 *756'622-11
0 » E C C 0 0 E”01 0.699642+02 ‘0.314752-10
0 *30 (;0GE-01 0.681272+02- ’0*727532-10
0^U00uE-01 0 • 66-39'9 2 + 02 0 »131262-09
G * 5 G 0 G 0 E - 01 0 • 647722 + 02 0*205632-09
G’6GOOCE-G1 C « 6 3 2 4 3 E + 0- 2 0-293312-09
0-7UC0CE-C1 0.6100/2+02 0*390/32-09
0 » 3 0 C 0 0 E *•  01 0 • 604612 + 0? 0.493572-09
0 * 9 0 0 0 U E - U1 0.591992 + 02- " ■'0*597012-09
G ’ 10 C 0 C E -r 0 0 f'19 ♦ 5 o v-19 2 + 0 2 " . > Or 696192-09

ro



PROGRAM V CONTINUED

X
0 • 11GCCE + OO

EV
. d.E6916E+'O2" ;J-"

SI2 
"'0«i786.46E~09 ' . "

OfIrCCOE+OO , •
__________ Q-1300CE+00 ' 

0?l^GGCE+OO- •
G s 1 C G G E + U 0 .

0 • E 5 'd 7 E + 0 2
G » 5 s- 0 c L * 0 2
Q.5^037EtC2
G.5321CL^•C2•^ ?

0*863798-09  '
C'r92498E-CS \ .
0*967872-09  V

"0.99140E-C9 V‘
G.16C0GE + 00 " 
0 • 17 G 0 0 E + 0 0 ■

C.524^-'rE + 02
C • Ej 1 7 3 b L + 0 2

0*9S'558E-09
0*9814 eE-G9 +\.'

u «1 - C 0 0 L" + 0 0 
0-19C0CL + 0G/. '

0*51  0 8 4 E 4- 0 2 ■
0 * 5G4[J4E+02 .

0’95-0948-09 - i;
'':0.9064£E-09 ?

0 * 2 G 0 0 C E + G 0 .. '• 
O^SICOCE + OO.

0*  4 99 36 E+02..'
0 • 4- 9 4 3 li E + 0 2V'x

>'..0-851dC8-09,l / 
'7 0*787562-09  '•

0 »c r- 0 G U E + G 0 -
0 • c d 0 C C l + 0 0 %

0*  +S977E + 02 "v1
0 * + S6642+02

0*719802-09.
'0*645758-09

G * 2 4 0 C- v I-. + C 0
0 * 2 5 C 0 C E + G 0

•.0.4S193E + 02
0.47o6CE+02^.„.

0*57871E~09
. Os511162-09

0*0C0C ul+C0
”'0 * 1GG OCE ” 01

0*739772  + 02 
0•76165E+02

■ G * 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 0 .
0’674192-11

"O-cGCCCE-Gl
" 0 »o G G G u E “ 01

0» 7 & 4 21E + 0 2 
0*809312+02

0»249o8E-10
" 0.51453E-10

- 0 • * C 0 G C E - 01 
" 0 t 5 G C C 0 E - C1

■■ 0 • 8 3 5 21E + C 2 ■ 
- 0.8 6259E + 0 2

’ 0•826752-10 '
• 0«115318-09■

" 0 ’ 6 G C 0 0 E “ 01 
"0*7  O1 C 0 0 E ~ 01

G • 8 91492 + 02
G.92199E+02

0*146372-09
0«173422-09

" 0 * 0 0 0 0 C E " O' 1 
-Q. OGGOCE-01

0.954178+02
0.9-36098 + 02

0*  1'94722-09
0*209202-09

- 0 »1G 0 C: 0 E + 0 0
-0*110 C0E♦0 0

0.1023-38*03
0.106152 + 03

0*216492-09
0’216828-09

•Of 1 'd G 0 0 E + G j 
“0 • l.SCOOE + OO

0 * 11012 E + 0 3
0.114292*03

0*210898-09
0*199732-09

•• 0 * l^QOCE + GO
"Os 1E C- 0 0 E + G 0

0. M868E + C3
0.12330E + C3

0*184578-69
0*166702-09

- 0 * 16 C- G 0 E 0 0
-G»17C0CE+C0

0 • 12 315 E + 0 3
0•13326E+03

0*147358-09
0*127572-09

- 0 * 1 '<• G 0 C E + G C 
_________ -0.100002*00 ........

"O.EG'CCOE + OO

0» 13 8 6 2 E + 0 3 
0 • 14425E + 03 
0.150162+03

0*108302-09
0.902142-10

'0*737852-10  ......

GJ
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APPENDIX F

CALCULATION OF THE AVERAGE ACTIVATION ENERGY

The calculation of the average activation energy, F*,  was done 

by evaluating equation 41. The integrals were evaluated by the 

trapezoid rule. D, B, and K have the same meaning as they did for 

the potential energy curve program. C is equal to 1/2 hv0 and 

EAA is the electron affinity of the appropriate radical. ALPHA is 

a defined in the text.

The example presented here is the calculation of F*  for 

bromobenzene.



PROGRAM VI: COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING AVERAGE ACTIVATION ENERGIES

PROGRAM LANGUAGE: FORTRAN IV - H

!'<EAL k
DIMENSION X(51)t £A(51), PSI2(51), PEA(51), EPEA(51), Y(5L) 

100 FURMAT(6F12.5)
200 FORMAT!1H1,20X,6F 12.5)
201 FORMAT! 1HO,2OX,2!5H X .VS. ACTIVATION ENERGY)
202 FORMAT!A0X,2F15.5)
203 FORMAT!1H1,2OX,29H X .VS. PSI2(X) FOR N=0 LEVEL)
204 FORMAT! lHl,20X,29rl X .VS. PSI2(X) FOR N=1 LEVEL)
205 F0Ry.AT(lHl,2CX,29H X .VS. PSI2(X) FUR N=2 LEVEL)
206 FORMAT!1HO,25X,29H AVERAGE ACTIVATION ENERGY = F10.5) •

C D IS BOND ENERGY + 1/2 HV
C B IS BETA FUR MORSE POTENTIAL
C ALPHA IS BETA FOR VIBRATIONAL ENERGY WAVE FUNCTION
C K IS MODIFICATION TO MORSE (CALCULATED FROM EV) 
C EAA IS EA OF A
C C IS 1/2 HV
C EA IS ACTIVATION ENERGY AT X
C EBAR IS AVERAGE ACTIVATION ENERGY '/ .
C PSI2 IS PROBABILITY (X)
C PEA-PSI2 TIMES ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
C EPEA IS EA TIMES PE,A AT X
C INTEGRATION BY TRAPEZOID RULE ■ " ' .

1 READ!5f100) D,B,ALPHA,K,C,EAA 
WRITE(6,200) D,B,ALPHA,K,C,EAA 
X(l)=-.25 
DU 5 1=1, 50 
X!I+1)=X(I)+.Ol

5 CONTINUE 
DO 10 1=1, 51 
EA!I)= -2.*K*D*EXP(-B»X( I))+D*EXP (-2.»B*X (I))+D-EAA-C 

10 CONTINUE

6



12

14

15
16

19
20
21

24
25
26

28

30

34

35

PROGRAM VI CONTINUED

WRITE(6,201) 
DO 12 1= 1,51 
WRITE(6,202) X(I), EA(I) 
CONTINUE 
AB=SQRT(ALPHA/3.1416)
DO 15 1 = 1, 51 :'
PS 12(I)=AB»EXP(-ALPHA»X(I)»*2)  
IF (EA(I)) 16,14,14
PEA(I)=PSI2(I)*EXP(-EA(I)/.592)  
EPEA(I)=EA(I)*PEA(I ) 
CONTINUE 
SUMP=O.
DO 20 1=1, 50 
IF {EA(I + D) 21,19,19
SUMP=SUMP+.5»(PEA(I)+PEA(1+1))*ABS (EA(I)-EA(1+1))
CONTINUE 
SUME=O. ■ 
DO 25 1=1,50 
IF(EA(I+1)) 26,24,24
SUMb=SUME+.5*(EPEAtI )+EPEA(1+1))»ABS(EA(I)-EA(1+1))
CONTINUE ■ 
EBAR=O. 
wRITE(6,203) 
DO 28 1=1,51 
WKITE(6,2O2) X(I),PSI2(1)
CONTINUE 
DO 30 1=1,51 
PSI2(I)=0. 
PEA(I)=G.
EPEA(I)=O.
CONTINUE 
138=2.*C  
DO 35 1=1,51 
PSI2 ( I )=2.*AB»ALPHA*X(  I )**2 k-EXP (-ALPHA»X ( I )»»2)
IF(EAd)-BB) 35,34,34
PEA(I)=PSI2(I)»EXP(-EA(I)/.592) 
EPEAtI)=EA{I)»PEA(I) 
CONTINUE 
DO 40 ,1 = 1,50
IFtEAtI+l)-bb) 40,39,39 '

cn



PROGRAM VI CONTINUED

39 SUMP = SUMP+.5»(PE A(I)+PEA(1 +1))»ABS(EA(I)-EA(1 + 1) )
40 CONTINUE

00 45 1=1,50
IF(EA( I + D-3B) 45,44,44

44 SUME = SU. iE + .5(  EPEA( I )+EPEA( 1 + 1) )A3SIEA(  I )-EA( 1 + 1) )v * *
45 CONTINUE

WRITE(6,204) .
DO 48 1=1,51
WRITE(6,202) X(I) , ,PSI2(1)

48 CONTINUE
DO 50 1=1,51
PSI2(I)=0. ■
PEA(I)=O. •
EPEA(I)=O.

50 CONTINUE / '
CC=2. 
DO 55 ■ 1 = 1,51
Y(I)=4.»ALPHA*X(I )**2-2.
PS 12( I )=AB*Y(I)**2*EXP (-ALPHA*X(I)**2)/8.
IF(EA(I)-CC) 55,54,54

54 PEA(I)= PSI2(I)EXP(-EA(I)/.592)  
EPEA(I ) = EA(I)PEA(I )

*
*

55 CONTINUE
DO 60 1=1,50
IF(EA(I+1)-CC) 60,59,59

59 SUMP=SUMP+.5(PEA(I )+PEAt1+1))ABS(EA(I)-EA(I+1))* *
60 CONTINUE

□0.65 1=1,50
IF(EA( 1 + 1)-CC) 65,64,64

64 SUME=SUME+.5(EPEAII )+EPEA(I+1)) ABS(EA(I)-EA(I+1))* *
65 CONTINUE

• ECAR=EBAR+SUME/SUMP
WRITE(6,205)
DO 68 1=1,51
WRITE(6,2O2) XII), PSI2II)

68 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,206) EBAR
GO TO 1
END



PROGRAM VI CONTINUED
Input Data

D B ALPHA K C EAA

71.80000 ,1.486r^ 211.00000 0.49700 0.90000 50.90000

Output Data

AVERAGE ACTIVATION ENERGY = 7.01059

CO
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